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It is the purpose of 
designs for the 1ogical 
machine. They all will be 
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this thesis to give a number of 
construction of an automatic computing 
based on the same principles. 
The paper consists of three parts. Part 1 describes the 
logical system of an existing computing machine, called PTERA. 
A new project for a machine, called ZEBRA, was obtained,by 
elaborating the fundamental idea of PTERA, and by removing some 
objeotiona inherent in PTERA, while, moreover, the logical 
structure was simplified as much as possible. The logical system 
of ZEBRA will be discussed in Part 2. 
The structure of both designs gave rise to some theoretical 
problems concerning the greatest possible simplicity that oan be 
realised. These problems will be discussed in Part 3, and they 
will be elucidated by means of the design of a machine (called 
machine ZERO) discussed by the author in an earlier publication 
and by the designs of some structures which are even simpler.~) 
For these designs the corresponding systems of conventions 
for programndng are of great importance. This holds more for 
ZEBRA than :for PTERA, because in the oase of the former a· 
simpler design was aimed at, which involved, however, more 
difficult programming. , 
All the machines operate in the purely binary system. 
Computing maohines may be divided into -1:wo main groups: 
1. Machines which store their instructions and the numbers on 
which they operate in separate parts of the store, and often 
also put them into the store along separate paths. 
2. :Machines in which instruotions and numbers are stored in the 
same store. 
Machines of the first category are mostly equipped with a 
unit by means of which the course of the programme oan be 
influenced by certain numbers. Thus it is possible to make the 
machines of the first category perform everything which machines 
of the second category perform (see Part 3). Machines of the 
second category are able to calculate with their own instruct-
ions and are much more :flexible. This thesis will deal with 
machines of the second category only. The two categories cannot 
be clearly ·distinguished from one another, because there are 
also mixed forms. 
~e parts of every automatic computer are: 
1. Store 
2. Arithmetic unit 
3. Control 
4. Input unit(s) 
5. Output unit(s) • 
~ w. L. v. d. Poel. A simple electronic digital oomputer. Appl. 
Soi. Res., B_g,(1952)367. . . 
• 
, 
' l , 
• 
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1. The function of the store is the storing of data and 
intermediate results of a computation. These data are not only 
numbers but also instructions indicating what must be done. 
The store may be envisaged to be divided into several 
nU111bered boxes, each of which can contain a. word (number or 
instruction). These boxes will be called registers, and their 
reference numbers will be called addresses. 
The registers can be situated either in space (all of them 
being accessible at the same time), or in time sequence (an 
access time being required to read a number in or out). These 
forms a:i;-e called parallel and serial storage respectively. The 
digits within a word can also be in parallel or in series. Of'ten 
a store is operating partly an parallel and partly in series. 
A machine can be provided with some type of storage having 
a different feature, e.g. a large but slow store backing up a 
• 
small but high speed store. 
For the sake of economy a magnetic drum has been chosen as 
storage for PTERA and ZEBRA. For a large and moderately qu.iok 
store this is the cheapest solution at the moment. In both cases 
a serial representation of the numbers will be ma.de u.se o:f. 32 
numbers are placed on a circumference. Several (32 and 256 
respectively) tracks are available in parallel, only one traok 
being used at a time. 
The principles 
considerations, to 
electric or acoustic 















speed store, consisting of delay 
store. 
2. The arithmetic 
the actual arithmetic 
oation, etc., and also 
shifting. 
unit is the part in which are performed 
operations auoh as addi~ion, multipli-




unit in most oases 
to accumulate sums. 
consists of one or more 
These regi stars will be 
It is not necessary that the arithmetic unit should have 
the . facility o:f carrying .out all the arithmetic operations. 
PTERA has been provided with multiplication and division 
facilities, which is not the case with ZEBRA. :Sy means of pro-
gramming . these operations can be built up from their more 
elementary parts. In Part 3 it will be investigated what 
functions the arithmetic ,unit should at least be able to per-
form. 
J. The control co-ordinates the funotions of the arithmetic 
unit and the· store, and it extraots the instructions from the 
store in the right s$quenoe. 
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operations is often performed in the arithmetic unit. Conversely 
the control oa.n be provided with an adder whioh enables it to 
compute with instructions, so that especially with regard to the 
machines to be dealt with here, it is not possible to,make a 
strict discrimination between control and arithmetic unit. Often 
they will together be designated by ''operational part of the . 
machine". 
It is just the structure of the control which has the 
essential characteristics that distinguish the machines to be 
discussed from other machines. Normally the following phases can 
be dis·tinguished: 
a. the extraction of the instruction from the store; 
b. the ta.lcing over of this instruction, setting up the correct 
route for the words in executing this instruction; 
c. the extraction or storing of the operand and the performing 
of the operation; 
d. the ta.lcing over of the address from which the next instruct-
ion must be extracted. 
Mostly the phases a and c require a whole word time and the 
actions band dare performed in the interval between the words, 
so that if the word time ia considered to be the elementary 
period, the phases a and b together form the 1st period, and the 
phases c and d together the 2nd period. This first period will 
be called the instruction period and the second period will be 
oalled the operation period. 
As to the machines dealt with in this thesis it will appear 
that no essential difference between the two said periods 
exists. Often in PTERA and ZEBRA these periods can be dis-
tinguished to a certain extent, but there is no rigid alter-
nation of ope:t·ation and instruction period. Moreover, the two 
periods are treated technically in perfectly the same manner and 
in the same unit. In ZEBRA the two periods are even perfectly 
identical. Instruction and operation period have a dual charact-
er. 
An instruction is composed of two parts, a functional part, 
briefly called operation, and an address part containing one or 
more addresses. The addresses designate the locations of the 
operands, and the operation gives the task to be performed on 
these operands. Sometimes an operation can be given implicitly 
by means of an address with a special function. 
According to the number of addresses applied, one-address, 
two-address, three-address, and four-address codes and even 
more-address codes can be distinguished. 
The address in the one-address machine can only designate 
one operand, the other operand is situated in an accumulator. 
The instructions to be executed in succession are often situated 
at sequential places. of.the store. PTERA and ZERO are purely 
one-address machine. 
In ZEBRA 
character :I_ i'l 
same as the 
possible to 
the two-address code is applied. The functional 
dependent on the instruction used and can be the 
character of a one-address machine, but it is also 
make use of one or both addresses to indicate the 
' ' ' ' ' 1: 
' " " ' 
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location of the next instruction. 
Three-address machines use either all three addresses for 
an operation in the form A op B ~ C and then have the instruct-
ions in normal sequence, or they use the third address to 
indicate the location of the following instruction. 
Four-address machines often also have an oueration of the 
form A op B-•C and use the fourth address for the designation 
of the location of the next instruction. 
In PTERA the control unit is treated in the :following 
special manner. 
If we indicate the control by C, the arithmetic unit by A, 




and during the operation period: 
A _____ -=.o::.pe:.;.rd_tl_on _____ --l C 
s 
• 
The first figure shows that the arithmetic unit is not used 
for computing. The adc4-ess from which the instruction has been 
extracted, must, however, be increased by one to extract the 
next inst:ructi.on from the next address. In PTERA a.nd ZERO the 
same arithmetic unit is used for the adding procedure. 
ZEBRA has two different forms 
speed store (called short store) 
of storage, a small but h:igh 










average access time, slower drum store. If the drum store is 
indicated by DS and the short store by ss, both addresses (a 
short address and a drum address) can be used in the following 
:rour manners: 
Case! Case2 
A C C 




A A C 
ss OS 55 OS 
Case 1 is called adding jump. (The transition A-➔ ss need not 
be of actual importance). Operation period and instruction 
period coincide here. 
In case 2 both addresses are used for the control. This is 
called a double jump. . 
In case 3 both addresses are used for the arithmetic unit. This 
is called a double addition. 
Case 4 is called the jumping addition and can be used together 
with case 2 to make automatically variable instructions (E-tube 
facility, modification). 
It is a common feature of all systems that also the 
extraction of an instruction in itself is an instruction with an 
address and an operation part. This operation part is maintained 
when the.address is advanced by unity and especially in ZEBRA it 
has a very important function. For this reason the instruction 
cycles have as important an arithmetic function as the pure 
operation cycles. 
4. The task of the input unit is the feeding of data into 
the machine. Here standard teletype punohed-tape will always be 
used as a medium. The tape may be oonaidered as an auxiliary 
store with immense capacity. 
5.•The output unit is used to take the results out of the 
machine and put them on a medium suoh as paper or magnetic tape. 
With PTERA use has been made of a modified.electric typewriter. 
For ZEBRA a normal teleprinter will be applied. The output may 
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Part 1. PTERA 
1.1 Considerations concerning the sel~ction of 2a~ts for P~:F..RA 
• 
\Vhen the construction of a computer is started, its 
• 
character will for the greater part be determined by the kind of 
store and the components to be used. The choice of these details 
is ,mostly dependent on economical factors • .Among the various 
types of stores, the magnetic drum is outstanding for its 
simplicity and low price, and that is why this kind of store 
has been chosen. 
It is nossible to extract the digits in parallel from the 
various tracks of the drum, but this procedure requires in any 
case separate v1riting and reading apparatus for each track, 
which is rather expensive. :P.foreover, the time required to find 
successively an instruction and a number at an arbitrary place, 
will yet be the time required for one revolution. (An improve-
ment may be obtained through optimum programming, but then a 
number of high speed registers must be available). It will 
therefore be simpler to store the numbers serially. Then there 
will always be only one track operating at a time, so that a. 
co1n1non reading and writing apparatus suffices. 
. The character of the store makes it very suitable for the 
recording of information in binary form, which in itself need 
not be an impediment to making a decimal machine, as use can be 
made, if desired, of a binary coding for the separate d1gits. It 
is, however, not to be denied that the arithmetic unit, and more 
particularly the multi plication and division 1mi ts wiJ.1 become 
more complicated. For a machine which will be used mainly for 
scientific purposes, the number of computations will as a rule 
be large with respect to the. number of data which have to be 
treated, suoh in contrast with macl1ines for commercia1 appli-
cations, which have to perform relatively few operations on many 
data. Furthermore in the Central Laboratory of the Netherlands 
Postal and Telecommunications Services there had already been 
developed a binary adding and multiplying arrangement containing 
only 4¼ valves plus 1 relay per digit place. Therefore it was 
decided to make the machine purely binary. 
The first question to be :faced, if the binary system is 
used, is: in what manner must negative numbers be represented 
inside the machine? This can be effectuated by, storing ·the 
number in the store as an absolute value and sign, or i. t can be 
done in complement fonn -lt). As, normally, the numbers inside the 
ma.chine need not be considered by the operator, the \!,Se of 
i If a number p consists of the 






p ,. ( 1 - 2p ) ~ p .2-j 
0 .i~, J ia called the modulus & sign system 
P "' -p + t P 2-j 
0 J•I j · 
p .. t. (pj - po)2-j 
is called the complement system 







the more so as 
subtracting can 
digit in the same 
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form also in ~he store is certainly preferable, 
in that case a uniform process for adding and 
be applied, it being able to treat the sign 
way as the other digits. 
There is still a possibi1ity to choose between the pure 
complement form and the pseudo-complement form. In machines in 
which only operations in series are carried out, the pure com-
plement system can best be used because it does not require a 
carry-around. (See parts 2 and 3). 
For machines which nevertheless require a parallel adder 
for the multiplying unit it is recommendable to apply the 
pseudo-complement or inverse system, because it has the facility 
that a number can very easily be made negative (replacement of 
O's by 1's, and conversely) so that many instructions can have 
an additive as well as a subtractive variant. That is why the 
pseudo-complement system was chosen for PTERA. 
The number of binary digits in a word is determined by the 
character of the computations occurring normally.Because of the 
fact that 109 is suitable and just a little smaller than 230, a 
word length was chosen of 30 binary digits plus sign digit. 
Apart from that, this choice is rather arbitrary. 
Experiments showed that the choice of 32 tracks, each of 
-them with 32 numbers, could be realised very well. The number of 
revolutions chosen is 2400 revolutions per minute; the packing 
density has been safely chosen at 3 impuls~~ on a mm. 
1.2 The principle of the system 
' 
As already mentioned, the store has been composed of 32 
tracks, each of which containing 32 31-digit words. The dis-
tribution of the digits of the words on a track can be arranged 
in many ways, two of which will be mentioned here, viz.: 
1. The digits of the words can be consecutive impulses, so that 
a whole number becomes available in about 600 1us. There is a 
waiting time till the number required passes the reading 
. head. 
2. Each of the numbers can be distributed on the track in such 
a manner that first all the first digits of the numbers come 
out of the store, then all the second digits, etc. So the 
reading of a number always requires a complete revolution. 
Because of the following considerations the second system will 
be used in the machine: 
a. In system 1 the whole number enters in 600 ;US, while nothing 
happens for the greater part of the revolution. 
b. In system 2 there is so much time between the consecutive 
digits of a word that a whole parallel addition oa.n be made 
in the interval, a thing which would be much more difficult 
with system 1 • 
It is a drawba.c-k of system 2 that the extraction of an instruct-
ion and a number always requires 2 revolutions against 1 
revolution in system 1. Moreover, system 1 can be made suitable 
for optimum programming (See part 2). . 
• 
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1.21 Adding and multiplling 
' 
To add a number which comes out of the store in se:ri es, to 
a number which is already present in a register of the arith-
metic unit, actually only one adding mechanism is required which 
can add one digit at a time (if at least the numbers are ad~ed 
:from right to left). In order to carry out also a multi plication 
in one revolution, at least 31 adding mechanisms are required 
simultaneously to make it possible to add the multiplicand in 
parallel to the partial result, while the multiplier, coming out 
of the store in serial form, controls the additions. Once we 
have got these required 31 adding units, we can as well add two 
numbers, the most significant digit coming first. So we may 
still choose between having the numbers in time sequence with 
the most significant digit as first digit or with the least 
significant digit as first digit. 
When multi1>lying is carried out from right to left ( so when 
the least significant digit of the multiplier is dealt with 
first) only an arithmetic unit with 31 adding mechanisms is 
required to obtain a product of two 31-digi t numbers, because, 
when each partial product is added, we get on the right-hand 
side a digit which does not change further. It is, however, a 
drawback that we do not know the sign digit of the mu]. tiplier 
beforehand, as this digit enters only as last digit. 
When multiplying is performed from left to right it is 
possible that, when the last addition of the multiplicand to the 
partial result of double length has been made, we get a carry 
of 62 places maximum. So then 62 adding mechanisms are required. 
It is an advantage that the sign that leaves the store as first 
digit, is known directly at the beginning of the mul tipl:ioa tion,· 
so that it oan be taken into account with the treatment of the 
signs. 
It is not objectionable that we may get a carry-over of 31 
places maximum, when adding takes place from left to right, be-
cause in any case 31 adding mechanisms are available. 
The division process can also be effected in an elegant 
manner. Division is, however, an operation in which the digits 
of the quotient are always produced from left to right. A1ao in 
connexion with the advantage that the sign d.igi t comes :f'irst, 
the system has been chosen. in which the most significant digit 
comes first, notwithstanding the drawback of two registers 
having complete adding facilities. Apart from that,thia second 
adding unit plays an active r61e in the control for advancing 
the address count. 
' 
Addition is performed in series. When the digits shift into 
the arithmetic unit, the most significant digit comes first. 
When multiplications are made, and the digits of the multi plier 
leave the store, the moat signifioant digit also oomea :f'irst; 
so at each addition the partial result must shift one p1aoe to 
the left in the arithmetic unit. When divisions are made the 
partial result moves one plaoe to the left between every two. 
additions, while the quotient is produced with the le:f'tmost 







From this it appears that an arithmetic unit is required 
v1hich ,vi th every elementary addition (either of a whole number 
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of this 
technical 
rigidly built-in facility of 
construction is much simpli-
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x and y represent the digits of the numbers to be added, ci is 
the transfer from the previous place, s' is the digit .of the 
newly formed sum, sis the sum digit recorded on the previous 
occasion, and c is the transfer to the next place. u . 
The whole stage consists of two parts indicated by A and ;a. 
A is the actual sum-former which, as quickly as the switching 
time of the element permits, forms the sums' as soon as the 
digits x, y, and ci have been applied. The part Bis a storing 
element which records an offered digits' at the moment when the 
so called shift impulse sh is given. The recorded sum remains 
statically available at the output. 
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simultaneously. 
the sum digit of 
unit is obta.inedt which always shifts a.nd adds 
In each digit plaoe the digit to be added plus 




the previous place are added. Then the process of serial adding 
can be represented bys 
a4b 
' / 
"" a ~ 
b 
(The situation which results is drawn). 
The number which is already present in the arithmetic unit 
is circulating while the digit of ·the number to be added is 
being added to it, After the number has circulated, the register 
will contain the sum. This register is called the accumulator 
(indicated by A). (In the logical diagrams the registers are 
always drawn in such a manner that the numbers are present in it 
as they are written, on paper, so with the least significant 
digit on the right-hand side) • . 
1.22 The multipli~~ 
For the multiplying process four registers are fundamental-
ly required: one for the multiplicand, one for the multiplier 
and two for the product. It has been shovm by VON NEUJ{~U.TN 
et al. 1 that it is also possible to work vrith three registers, 
the multiplier and the least significant part of the product 
having one register in common (See part 2). The two registers 
for the product will be formed by the double-length accumulator, 
of which A will be used for the least significant part of the 
product and the other register B for the most significant part. 
For the most significant part v;e shall introduce the term 11hefl,d'' 
and for the least significant part the term "tail". The re-
gister for the multiplier is situated in the store. The digits 
of the multiplier leave this register sequentially. The register 
for the f!!Ul tiplioand has been constructed V'li th relays and v1ill 
be called the relay register (indicated by R). The reasons why 
no electronic register has been chosen a.re the following: 
1. The register need not be able to compute, and it need to be 
loaded only once in a revolution. Technically this can be 
realised in a very simple manner (a half valve plus a relay 
per digit place). 
2. In the non-energised condition a relay of the type applied 
can remember a digit because it is bi-stable. 
3, The relay contact can serve very well as a gate for the 
digits 0£ the multiplier. 
The block so.hematic diagram for the multiplication is: 
~ A. VI. Burks, H. H- Golclstine, Johri von Neumann. Preliminary 
discussion of the logical design of an electronic computing 
instrument, 2nd Edition. Princeton, N. J. The Institute for 
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! ! Multiplier 
from store 
The incoming digits of the multiplier determine whether the 
multiplioand is either or not added to the double-length A and B 
registers. The shifting facility of A and B provides for the 
shifting of the partial result. It is also pointed out that the 
multiplicand is supplemented on the 31 digit places of the head, 
to assure that the correct sign digit is formed. 
1,23 The divider 
The division process is in many respects the inverse 
operation of the multiplication. So in the division there are 
· also 4 numbers of single length: a double-length dividend, a 
divisor and a quotient which will be supposed to be of single 
length. In contrast with the multiplying process the tail of the 
dividend need not be operated upon; while the division is pro-
ceeding, the tail can arrive from the store. The subtractions 
are always of single length and can be performed in A. The divi-
sor is present in Rand the quotient, which is formed just by 
the carry-overs, with due consideration to the sign rules, oan 
flow into B. The determination of eaoh digit of the quotient is 
done in two parts, viz. subtraction of the divisor in any case, 
and the cancelling of this subtraction by adding it back again 
if the operation in question cannot be performed. The carry-
over digits determine whether the divisor can be subtracted or 
not. The adder is operating fast enough to enable these two 
additions to be done in the same time in which otherwise one 
addition takes place. 
The block schematic diagram of the division process iss 
QOC!\\e(\~ 
Cu tall of 
B A 
I _ dividend 
I I i I 
I I I 
I I I 
l ! I I I ; 
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The sls,tematios of tb,e instruotians 
One of the fundamental ideas underlying the design o:f PTER.A. 
is the functional use of some digits of the operation. (The same 
idea is used in ZEBRA in a much more extended form). As a matter 
of faot the same notions play a r61e in many ope:rations. It is 
useful to have both an additive /llld a sub-tractive variant of 
eaoh kind of operation. Clearing, too, is an important factor. 
Either of these two functions has got a :f'unctional digit in the 
operation. As the relay register cannot be filled in a direct 
manner it was desirable to make the taking-over into the relay 
register after an instruction dependent on a. :runotional digit. 
These three binary digits oan be expressed in an octal digit, 
which indicates the variant of the instruction. If we also want 
to be able to indicate the kind of instruction by an octal 
digit, we oan only indicate eight different instructions in this 
manner, which is insufficient. It is, however, not necessary to 
make the functional taking-over digit available for all kinds of 
instructions. A jump should preferably leave the computing 
registers intact, and consequently needs never to take over A in 
R, whereas in the typing process taking-over is oons.ta.ntly 
necessary for setting up the next digit on the typewriter. 
Therefore such provisions have been made that for the opera·tions 
with octal number O, 1, 2, and 3, giving the kind of operation, 
the taking-over digit also is of influence on this kind, whereas 
this is not the case for the species 4, 5, 6, and 7. 
The arrangement of the operation and address digits in an 
instruction is: 
I I r I r· I I 1 1 I I I I I I I J I I I I 1 
0 l 2. 3 'f S 6 1 9 9 to 11 12. 13 l'f JS 16 17 Je 1') 2.0 U 22 232'1 2.S ,:/, Zf .29 2.'j 30 
lnstrLLcl:'lon 
1 
ope.1°rtLon I a.cl.dress 
ri9ht-hc.nd. lett-hord 
<Ugtt- ~19it 
L ta.ktn9-ove.r d.i.g~t 
.._ __ i.nve.rsion dl<3tt 
----cfe.a.r d,qtt 
The digit place 13 determines whether clearing will take place 
or not. 013 = 0 means clearing; 013 .. 1 means non-clearing. The 
digit place 14 determines whether inverting will talce place or 
not. 0 14 = 0 is_ t~e additive variant; 014 .. 1 is the subtractive 
variant. The digit place 15 determines the taking-over. c 15 = O means no taking-over, c 15 .. 1 means taking over in R. The digit 
place 16 indicates whether the digit 15 is also of' influence on 
the kind of' instruction. I:f c 16 = o, 015 is of influence, and if 
0 16 = 1, 015 is not of influence on the instruction. 
The kinds of instructions are indicated by: 

























So of 40, 50, 60, and 70 all eight 
of the kinds 00, 10, 20, 30, 01, 
i'ou:r variants. 
variants are 





Though in the computer the ootal digit determining the 
species is behind the variant digit, it is written in front in 
the notation. It would have been possible to choose another 
solution but for hiatorioal reasons this arrangement has been 
maintained, 
1.4 The action of the instructions 
The action of the instructions will be described by means 
of a table indicating the route of the numbers in each operat-
ion. This can be done in two ways: 
a. A description can be given of the real course of affairs, in 
which the extraction of an instruction is consequently also 
considered as a separate instruction. 
b. A phenomenological description can be given, in which each 
instruction is considered as take instruction+ do operation. 
This description need not at all correspond with reality, 
if only the programmer obtains the right results by means of 
it. For details of,*) 
We shall only deal with the desqription under a. 'l'he 
carrying out of eaoh instruction always consists of two phases: 
the extraction and the taking-over, During the extraction pro-
cess under the control of the instruction which has already been 
set up, the word-transport takes place, during the taking-over 
process the route of the words has to be changed in accordance 
with the new instruction. The new instruction is always taken 
over from C to z, which will not be discussed further. (cr.*1 
In the notation an 
The new contents 
accent. 
arrow will indicate: •• goes to register 
of a register will be indicated by an 
The transport to R is always effectuated during the taking-
over of the new instruction. 
By (n) will be denoted the contents of register n. In the 
same way (A) will denote the contents of the accumulator A. 
Conversely the notation )x( = n will be used when x = (n). 
*) w. L. v. d. Poel. Het programmeren voor PTERA. Het PTT-
Bedrijf, 2,(1953)135. 
**) W. L. v. d. Poel. De werking van PTERA. Het PTT-Bedrijf, 








Table of operations ... 
Stop 
n/00 (B) + t. ➔ C (A).-B (n)-"A Stop the machine : 
n/02 (B) + E-ooC (A)---.B • • 
* n/04 I (B) + E.->C (A;~B 
n/06 I (B) + f..,. C (AJ __,, B 
Stora 
n/10 • (B) + €_-,. C (A)-;, B • 
n/12 t (B) + e.- C (A)_.., B 
n/14: (B) + e-.>C (A)-;, B 
n/16 t (B) +e.-»C (A)-B 
Jump 
n/20: (C)-.-B (n)...,. C 
n/22 ; (C)-,B (n)-c 
n/24 t (C)_..B (n)-c 
n/26 : (C)-.>B (n)-c 
- (n)-A ,, " 
(A) + (n)-,. A If " 
(A) - (n)-?A II II 
(A)-n .;.O-A 
- (A)-n +O-A 
( A)- n 
- (A)_,, n 
After 20, 30 tests on r 
0 





n/28 1 (c)--,, B (n)-c After 28, suppress punching 
First 20-operation after a 50-operation · 





} Sama as above 
Seoond 20-operation after a 50-operation 




} Same as 
With 20 as intermediate jump 
n/30: (B) + e.( 1 + r 
O 
)-➔ C (A)-B 
n/32 
. 
(B) t:(2 - r )-.>C (A)-B : + 
0 
n/34 l {B) + s(1 + r )--,.c (A),.._B 
0 
n/36 : (B) .. c:.(2 - r )-c (A)":-B 0 • 
With 24 as intermediate jump 
n/30 • (B) + e.(1 + a )-c (A)-B • 0 
n/32 • (B) + a(2 - a )-c (A)-B • 
0 
n/34 (B) e.( 1 + a )-c 
.,. 
' + (A)-,.B 0 




(A) • (n)-A 
(A) - (n)-+A 
• 
( n)--,. A 
- (n)-A 
(A) + (n)-A 

























n/40 • (B) + €.-,,, C (A)-,.B ( n )-;, A • 
n/41 : (B) + t ...... c (A) ➔ B (n)-,, A ( A) ,_,. R 
n/42 • (B) + e. ....,.. C ( 1\ )-.. B - (n)-A • 
n/43 : ( B) + •£ ➔ C (A)-+B - (n)-A (A) '-,.R 
n/44 : (B) + i:.-,.C (A)"-..13 (A) + (n)- A 
n/45 (B) + e ➔ C (A)"- B (A) + (n)-A (A) '~R • • 
n/46 • (B) + 1:,-,.C ( A)"=-.. B (A) - (n)-A • . 
n/47 • (B) + t-,.C (Aj-B (A) - (n)-..A (A)•- R • 
Prepare 
n/50: Identical with corresponding 40-operations + 
n/57 : switch on circulation and extra place 
Multiply (unprepared) 
n/60 : 1st stroke (B) + c:-,, C 
2nd stroke k -+ B 
where k +a.a= (n).(R) 
n/61 : 1st stroke (B) + s.-c o.-B 
2nd stroke k - B 
where k +a.a= (n).(R) 
n/62 : 1st stroke (B) + €. ➔ C o-,, B 
2nd stroke k -,. B 
where k +a.a= -(n).(R) 
0 .....,. A 
s-A (A) 1.-R 
n/63: 1st stroke (B) + E-_,.C o-B 0-A 
2nd stroke k-B s-A (A) 1--,.R 
where k + s.& = -(n).{R) 
n/64 : 1st stroke (B) + £ ....;,C (A)- B sgn(A)-A 
2nd st:roke 
where k + S,E. = (A).E + (n).(R) 
n/65 : 1st stroke (B) + C: ➔ C · (A)-B sgn(A)-,,.A 
2nd stroke k- B s - A (A)•- R 
where k + s.~ = (A).E + (n).(R) 
n/66 : 1st stroke (B) + ~ ➔ C (A)-B sgn(A)-A 
2nd st:roke k - B s - A 
where k + s.1:. = (A). e. - (n). (R) 
n/67 : 1st stroke (B) + & ➔ C (A)-,,B sgn(A)-;.A 
2nd stroke s _,,.A (A) '-R 



















' . . ' 
. ..-· 
.. ·:_; 




. '· -_' 
-·.:; 
'. ,, ' 
. --, 
... '. >-·-; 
. . . './ 
·-·------
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on an unprepared 64, 65, 66, and 67 operation the circulation 
is switched on. 






Identical with corresponding unprepared instructions 
1st stroke (B) + E.-3>C sgn(Av)- B (Av)...,. Av 
2nd stroke k ,.B S-!l>A 
where k + s.~ =(A)+ (n).(R) 
n/65 : 1st stroke (B) + e. ➔ C 
2nd stroke 
sgn(A )_,. B 
V 
k ,. B 
where k + s.e. = (A) + (n). (R) 
n/66 : 1st stroke (B) + e.-i>C 
2nd stroke 
(A) - (n). (R) 
n/67 : 
where k + s.e. = 
1st stroke (B) 
2nd stroke 




: (B) + E ➔ C 
1 (B) + E. ➔ c 
where q. (R) 
\rl<l(A)I 
n/7 2 : ( B) + e. - C 
n/73 : (B) + e. ➔ C 
q-:B r-A 
q .... B r-A (A) 1-., R 
+ r.e. =(A)+ (n).E 






r.....,.A (A),_,. R 
= (A) - (n).E. 
= sgn(A) 
where q. (R) 
lrl <KA)\ 
The sign of (n) is completely disregarded. 
Input 
n/01 I (B) + e.(1 • u4)-c (A)-,,.B u.(n) ➔ A 
n/03 : (B) • E(2 - u4
)-c (A)-B u. (n)....-A 
n/05 : (B) + £(1 +u4)-c 
(A)~B (A) + u. (n)__,. A 
n/07 t (:B) ... (A)"'-13 (A) + u. (n)---A 
(A)•- R 
. (A)•- R 
(A) •-R 
(A) 1-R £(2 - u
4
)-c 




























n/11 I Identical with n/61 
n/13 i Identical with n/63 
n/15 : Identical with n/65 
n/17 • Identical with n/67 • 
Round-off 
n/21 • (B) + E ---i> C (A)--.,B • 
n/23 • (B) + e..-+ C (A)-..B • 
0 ~ 
n/25 • (B) + c.-,. C (A)->B • 
n/27 : (B) + e. ...... c (AJ~B 
Conjunction 
n/31 • (B) + s._,. C (A)-,.B • 
n/33 (B) + e.-c (A)-,,B • • 
lt 
n/35 (B) +s.-,,C (A)-B • • ,. 
n/37 (B) .;.e-,,c ( A)--. B • • 
- 17 -
• 
and type/punch the four/five most 
significant digits of (B) 1 
(r1 - r ) ,(n)-A 
0 (A) '-R 
- (r1 - r ).(n)-,.A (A) 1-----.. R 0 
(A) + (r1 - r ) .(n)-+A 
0 
( A) 1-;, R 
(A) - (r 1 - r ) • (n)-t, (A) 1-R 0 
conj (n);(A)-)A (A),_ R 
• -(n); (A)....,. A ( l1.) '-. R oonJ 
(A) (n); (.I\.)-.> A (A),....,, R . + oonJ 
(A) • + oonJ -(n) J (A)-> A ( !,) ,_.. R 
A result O produced by: 04, 06, 34, 36, 44, 45, 46, 47, 54, 




























1.41 Addition and jump 
• 
The various kinds of ouerations will not be discussed se-
quentially, but in groups belonging together. 
The operations 10, 20, and 40 will be elucidated by means 










(200) = a 
( 37) = b 
• 




















As is shown, the instructions contained in the programme alter-
nate in register C with the 20-operation shifting to a.nd fro 
within the control. Only when there is a jump in the programme 
the oiroulating 20-operation is replaced. The normal alternation 
is then interrupted. This can even happen n times at a stretch • 
if new jumps have constantly to be executed. This interruption 
of the alternation: 20-operation -- other operation is one of 
the essential oharaoteristics of this kind of machine (Cf. Part 
2). It appears from the beforegoing that the instruction oyole 
must be considered as a normal operation cycle. That is why the 
address counter does not only contain an address but also an 
operation part, 
This principle can b~iefly be formulated as follows1 the 
contents of C determine the course of the numbers for the next 
instruction. The beforegoing implies that there is no longer 
an essential distinction between an instruction and an operation 
cycle • 
The interruption of the normal alternation by two times 
(c)-B in succession takes place after every jump. By an arti-
fice also the interruption of the normal alternation in the 
other direction (by having two times (B)-c in succession) can 
occur but this is seldom of practical importance (Cf. 1.61 and 
- l 
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1.62). In ZEBRA, 
tween the two types 
however, there exists 
of interruption. 
a complete duality be-
The following should be elucidated too; the adding of unity 
to the 20-operation present in Bis not effectuated while shift-
ing into the register, but when it shifts out of it to c. The 
reason is that if the adding process would take place while 
shifting into the register from C to B, as would have been the 
normal course of affairs in a serial adding unit, ans has to 
be generated somewhere. This 8 is the last impulse in a word. So 
to produce it the number of digits ha~ to be counted off some-
where. It is much easier to produce an impulse on the first than 
on the last place. That is why an e is added, while shifting 
out. This e is generated as first impulse. As the register al-
ways shifts first and then adds, the addition of 8 must be 
effectuated at they input of the place B
29
• 
In the table A* 
to A, because the 
carries from A • 
.. 42 The test instructions 
indicates a number that need not be equal 
sum shifting to B does not get the right 
The test instructions 30, 32, 34, and 36 are operating by 
adding e or 2e to (B) when the latter shifts to_C. This depends 
on the sign of R or A. Originally only the testing on R had been 
provided, but afterwards the need of testing on A was also felt. 
The character of the intermediate jump determines whether test 
is made on R or A. As long as a 20-operation is circulating as 
an intermediate jump, R is being tested; in case of a 24-operat-
ion A is being tested. 
In order to avoid that an instruction will be lost during 
tests, the arithmetic action of 30, 32, 34, and 36 is equal to 
the action of 40, 42, 44, and 46 • 
• 43 Multiplica_tion, 
When two numbers of single length are multiplied, a product 
of double length will result. In the machine the multiplicand 
must always be set up in Rand the multiplier must be extracted 
during the 60-operation. The head of the product is always 
formed in Band the tail in A. The tail has no independent sign 
digit but a sign digit which is made equal to the sign digit of 
the head. 
Multiplication is per:f'ormed in two phases. Technically it 
appeared not to be possible to add to the number shifting out 
of B and to use B simultaneously in the double-length accumul-
ator. In the first phase there always takes place (B) ~ ~ - C 
and the clearing of the number which is already present in A or 
~he extension of this number to the double length. In the second 
phase the actual multiplication process is performed. 















tail is required, the non-prepared instructions 60, 61, 62, and 
63 are used. The head appearing in Bis automatically lost in 
tl1e subsequent 20-operation • .An application frequently used is: 
It is 
to 1, without 
) e.(/60 : (R) .,.. A 
)t(/62 : -(R) ~ A 
evident that the head can never be recovered from E 
further provisions. For this purpose the 50-operat-
ions are usecl. 
From an arithmetic point of view the 50-operations perform 
the same task as the 40-operations but, moreover, they operate 
two devices, the extra place and the circulation. These devices 
have the following function: the circulation provides·for a 
connection between Band A so that the contents of Boan flow to 




The extra place is a 31st digit place of the accumulator A, 
a place which h_as only shifting facilities and no adding facili-
. ties. The extra. place creates a possibility to set up the number 
to be added (in a non-clearing multiplication) or the dividend 
(in a division) shifted back over one place. Then the number is 
not present in ao - a 30 but in a 1 - a31 , This is necessary 
because the construction of the accumulator is such that first 
shifting takes place and then adding. 
The extra place is only required when the multiplication 
and the division are being prepared; it is switched off after 
the first 20-operation coming after the 50-operation. The 
circulation must remain active after the multiplication to get 
the head of the product from B to A or to obtain the quotient 
in case of a division process. The circulation is switched off 
on the second 20-operation coming after the 50-operation. 
The 50-operations can be used with the instructions of the 
11 1 20, 60,· or 70 type. 





· -n+3 _ )k(/10 





C ]3 A R 
n/20 -
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-- a . 
Il+3/20 M sgn a . - a 









In this multiplication a is added to the head of the product of 
double length. The tail can be taken over in R and can be 
brought back into A by )e(/60 or can be used directly for 
rounding off • 
In the following example the circulation is not operated by 










In this example the following activities are performed in the 
registers: 
C B A R 
n/20 
)a(/41 n/20 
n+1/20 a a 
)b(/40 n+1/20 
n+2/20 a b 
)o(/65 n+2/20 
n+3/20 b sgn b a 
n ... 3/20 k s s 
)k(/10· n+3/20 k k· ,. A ! I 
n+4/20 k- store 
The special feature of these instructions is that independ-
ent of the 50-operations .they activate the circulation, whioh is 
necessary to obtain the he-ad. In these non-prepared non-clearing 























length product in the tail, carrying over into the head. This is 
the only occasion on which a double-length addition is ef-
fectuated. So all double-length additions must be programmed by 
means of the instructions for multiplication. 
The instructions 54, 55, 56, and 57 shift a mutilated 
number from A to B. These mutilated numbers can nevertheless be 
used, if only it is exactly known in what manner the mutilation 
is effected. The rules holding in this case are very complicat-
ed. That is why the practical rule has been accepted that these 
operations may not be used for non-clearing multiplications. On 
further consideration it will be realised that by means of the 
operations 52, 54, and 56 no more can be obtained than by means 
,of 50. Therefore they are never used. 
1.44 Division 
As in the division process the quotient originates in B, 
all the divisions require the prepare instruction to make the 
quotient go again from B to A. In a certain respect the division 
is the reverse of the multiplication. So in general a double-
length dividend must be divided by a single-length divisor. The 
divisor is placed in R, the head of the dividend (shifted over 
one place to the right) is set up in A and the tail of the 
dividend is issued by the store during the division process. 
This tail has a separate sign digit, which, however, must not 
play a r8le in the division process. The sign of the tail is 
automatically ignored because the first digit taken into A is 
coming from A31 and not from the store. No:rmally it may be 
assumed that the sign of the tail is the same as the sign of the 
head of the multiplicand. The instruotions 72 and 73 can serve 
to take in the tail of the dividend if its sign does not 
correspond with the sign of the head. A specific example of the 


































It is possible to make use of a non-prepared division. In 
such a case it is impossible to obtain the quotient so that the 
instruction is only practical, if we want to know the remainder. 
A.s the division still considers the shifted contents of A to be 
the head of the dividend, this division is only of practical 
importance, if the head is zero and the dividend consequently is 
positive. For arithmetic problems, which require operations on 
numbers modulo n the non-prepared division ha.a some sense. 
1.45 The prepa~~d jump 
The third and very important application of the 50-opera.t-
ion is the use be~ore a 20-operation occurring in the programme. 
In organising programmes we use sub-programmes for small parts 
of the problem, which must be constantly repeated (e.~. the 
determination of a sine). A programme {main programme) must 
have the fa.oili ty o'f calling in such a sub-progra.mme, which, 
after it has finished its a.otions, must return to the main pro-
gramme and proceed at the location following the location where 
it came from. Often a datum is carried on to a sub-programme, 
from where it may return with one or more results. 
The 50-operation provides a simple means to obtain the 
intermediate jump instruction, which is present in B, into A 
through the circulation. The standard equipment of the main pro-
gramme and the sub-programme will always be; 
n )x(/51 8 s ... m/10 
t t 
n ... 1 s I I I ' ' I ) n+2 etc. (s+m 
Then the f'ollowing takes place: 
C B A R 
n/20 - a. ... 
)x(/51 n/20 
n+1/20 «- -a - X X [",a . 
s/20 _ n+1/20 - a 
s+m/10 -- s/20 - n+2/20 
s.g.1 /20 ., n 




I ' t ' ' I ' 
. I 
s+m/20 - F{x) G(:x:) 
+2/20 .. s ... m 
n+2/20 - - s+m+1/20 -etc. 




. . . 
:::- ' ., ,,~. -_ 
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should follow, the return instruction in A is maintained all the 
sRme, because after the 20-operation the circulation is switch-
ed off, 
1,46 Tlte round-off ooerations 
In the multiplying process it is necessary to have the 
facility to round off products of double length to products of 
single length. This is not possible during the multiplying pro-
cess because there is no input free on A1 to add the round-off. 
After the multiplication the product is split up into two parts 
so that it is no longer easy to add a round-off to the tail 
with carry-over to the head. That is why a special round-off 
instruction has been provided. 
The rules for rounding off in the inverse system are the 
followingz 
If k:;,: ... o : k 1 .. k ... E if Isl~ 2-1 ; otherwise k' = k 
If k ~ -0 : k' = k - e if \st~ 2-1 ; otherwise k' = k 
It is this very function that is performed by )c(/25. As some 
instruction digits are used functionally, all the variants 
are present without extra equipment being required.With some 
variants special tricks can be done. 
1,47 The conjunction operatio~~ 
The operation conjunction performs the logical multipli-
cation of two numbers digit by digit and is useful for the 
cutting away of parts of an instruction. The structure is as 
follows: The number already present in A opens or closes a gate 
which either or not passes the digits coming from the store. 
al bj 
r . b 
✓ . 
' a ~ 
In the table the result of a conjunction is represented by: 
conj (n); (A) = 
1.48 The stop operations 
•• 
L.{njaj - n a l = n .·a. 
J•, o ol J J 
As to their ari thmetio action the stop ins.tructions are 
perfectly identical to the corresponding instructions 40, 42, 
44, and 46. Moreover, the¥ stop the machine. After the start key 
has been depressed, the machine resumes the programme. The stop 
instructions are useful to be written instead of a . 40-in-
struction at critical places in order to give visual indication 
of important intermediate results when a programme is being 
tested. · 
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f.49 ~he input operations 
·Wlien data. a.re being put into the machine, conversion from 
decimal to binary scale must normally be performed. Thia con-
version can best be carried out in the arithmetic unit itself, 
but then the input instruction must preferably be adjusted to 
this conversion, which can be made most easily by multiplying 
the symbols which are read consecutively, directly during the 
reading process by the corresponding power of 10 and to add the 
result in the accumulator. Technically this can be realised very 
easily by letting the punched-tape reader replace the relay 
register. Then the multiplication is made quite analogously to 
the normal multiplication with the restriction that a doubl~ 
length product is not needed in this case. That is why the 
accumulator is only used over single length and the operation 
need not be performed in two phases. 
, The drawback of.the before-mentioned system of conversion 
is that a fixed _amount of digits has to be put in. Therefore it 
will be more convenient in practice to multiply a symbol by 1, 
to add it into A and to multiply ihe number obtained by 10. 
After this the next digit can be read in again. This process can 
best be performed cyclically. Then there must be a possibility 
to leave this cycle, and this possibility can be found in the 
fifth hole of the tape. For the representation of the digits in 
the decimal system only four holes are re~uired~ The presence 
of the fifth hole can be used as a marking. The input in-
struction tests on this marking, and according to it skips or 
does not skip the next instruction. 
The symbols on the punched-tape are represented by: .. . 
- '5""' J u4,u3,u2,u1 ,u0 • u4,u = u 4, J;;uj2 
From the table it can be seen that u.(n) is always added. 
Subtraction would be seldom of any use. All the reading in-
structions fill R, because it must be possible to multiply by 10 
immediately afterwards. After having read the symbol the tape 




-;;::: 1 0 : 
the notation on paper the presence of the fifth nole is 
by a stroke(/) behind the symbol. As the tape is hexa-
it is sometimes useful to be able to denote the symbols 
10 =a; 11 •bl 12 • c; 13 = d; 14 = e ! 15 • f 
1.491 The outpµt operation~ 
At the .output numbers must be deconverted. Just as it is 
possible to make the input instruction specially suitable for 
conversion, the output instruction can be made specially 
suitable for deconversion. The deoonversion process is based on 
multiplying a fraction by 10. Then.the head of the product 1s·.,a 
' deoonverted binary coded digit and the tail must be set up for 







a. multiplioation. Therefore the action of the output instruct-
ions has been made identical to the action of the corresponding 
multiplication instructions. The typewriter always types the 
tetra.d formed by the rightmost 4 figures o-f' the head. If' the 
pur,ch is switched on and punching is not suppressed, it 
punches the pentad formed by the rightmost five digits of the 
head. 
If a number of typing instructions vrould be given in suc-
cession, only 75 ms would be available -f'or each symbol, if' the 
speed of the 11-instruction would be the same as the speed of 
·the normal multiplication instruction. The typewriter can, 
however, not :follow this speed, Therefore an extra waiting 
phase, which does not affect anything, has been inserted into 
the typing process between the first and the second phase. 
The various tetra.de which are possible are typed on the 
typewriter as follows: 
0000: types O 1000 • types 8 • 
0001 t It 1 1001 9 •• • fl 
0010 : II 2 1010 • + • If 
0011 I 
" 3 
1011 • -• II 
• 
0100 • 4 • fl 1100 • • II • 
0101 • 5 • ,, 1101 • return, line feed • carriage • 
0110 • 6 • II 1110 • tabulates • 
0111 : ti 7 1111 • types space • 
When intermediate results are typed out, i-t is often de-
sirable to type but not to pun.oh the argument, the spaoe between 
two numbers, extra line feeds in the lay-out, etc., so that the 
tapes produced thus can without :further measures be used as 
input data. For this purpose a faoili ty has been provided to 
suppress punching. If the intermediate jump instruction is a 
20-instruotion, typing and punching take plaoe; if, however, 
the intermediate· jump instruction is a 20-instruction + 2-12, 
punohing is suppressed. A suppression jump already aff'ects an 
ill\lllediately preceding type instruction. This is ca.used by -the 
:f'aot that the typing actually takes place after the third phase 
during the subsequent jump. The same also holds· :f'or the releas-
ing of the punch suppression with a normal 20-operation. 
The 20-instruotion + 2-12 is written in the programme aa 28 
and read in by the input programrne as ttoo-tal digit greater than 
7" • It is possible that the punch suppression occurs together 
with the testing on A. Then a 24-instruotion + 2-1 2 is required, 
whioh oan be written as 2o. · 




is often desirable to have the f'aoili ty of interf'ering 





(e.g. sub-tabellation in the neighbourhood 
suppres_sion of' undesired intermediate results, 
of a 
etc.). 
For this purpose the 21-operations have been provided with 
a special devioe. Vlhen a 21-operation is increased by 2~12 
(which may be written as 29) the functioning as regards the con-
trol will be: 
n/29 : (J3) + s(1 + xI)----..c 
' in which XI; O or 1 dependent on the position of a switch 
which can be operated from the keyboard. Thus the course of the 
oomputation can be influenced during the operation of the ma-
chine. This switch is called selection switch I, and is 
functioning when 0 12 is present in the operation. 
In the same manner the selection switches II and III have 
been provided on c11 and c10• Their function is: 
2-11 /21 n + : (J3) + E.( 1 ... ¾r)-c 
' 
n + 2-
10 /21 : (:13) + e.( 1 + :x:III)-c 
For the rest the operation functions as a normal 21-.instruction. 
" 
1 • 5 The manual keyboard 
fTERA is operated by means of a keyboard containing the 
following keys: 
The start key. The function of this key is self-ex-
planatory. 
The stop key. By means of this key a programme can be 
stopped. If the stop key is being depressed while the machine 
has already been stopped, a single instruction is being carried 
out. This step by step operation is often useful for checking a 
programme or the machine. , 
The clear key. By mearts of this key in fact the register C 
is cleared by blocking off the entrance of C and starting the 
machine. So in C the instruction o/oo comes, which, because 
(0) = Q also clears A and B. Furthermore the control is brought 
into a condition as if the previous instruction has been a 20-
operation. See further P• 31, 
The three selection switches. The function of "these 
switches has already been explained with the 29-operation. 
The only function of the other keys on the keyboard is to 
provide the facility of loading the machine if the whole store 
is empty, and the facility of executing instructions manually 
-to test the machine. A switch called OV deprives the machine of 
its autonomy. In that case a new instruction is not extracted 
from C but from a set of switches on which an instruction can be 
set up ma.n~ally. Ther~ are eighteen of such switches, i.e. 
twelve for the address and six for the operation. A switch 
called AR provides the facility of switching over from the store 
' 
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to two keys 110 11 and 11 1 11 by means of whioh a word can be brought 
manually into the accumulator (or any other destination which is 
normally possible). 
1 • 6 Programming 
In the paragraphs which are now following, some examples of 
programming will be given. These examples mainly serve for the 
elucidation of the system of oonventions as it has been adopted 
in the use of PTERA. It is by no means the purpose to give an 
exhaustive account, rather than to highlight some programming 
peculiarities of the PTERA code. 
1 .61 The ,input, prog_ramme 
So far only the functioning of the machine as such has been 
dealt with. The various instructions and their action have been 
discussed elaborately. So these are only the potential possi-
bilities. An automatic computer owes its value mainly to the 
library of sub-pro'grammes, which must, however, be written in a 
general form independent of the actual location where they are 
put into the store in a particular application. This form is 
determined by the system of conventions, which is not directly 
determined by the machine. It is possible to build up various 
systems of conventions, but for each type of machine it holds 
that the instructions are most suitable for a specific use. Or 
rather: the system of instructions has been designed beforehand 
in view of a particular system of conventions. Such a system is 
always a compromise between what is easiest for the programmer 
and what is simplest for the machine. 
The structure of the system of conventions is mainly deter-
mined by: 
a. the use of sub-programmes, 
b. the input programme. 
a. In this machine jumping to a sub-programme and storing 
the return instruction by the operations 50 and 20 is a very 
easy process. That is why all the independent parts of·a com-
putation will be brought in the form of a sub-programme. In Ra 
datum can be taken along and in A and R two results can be 
carried back. If only one result need be carried back this will 
always take place in A and R. Series of coefficients, series of 
working registers, etc. will often also be brought in the form 
of a sub-programme, though execution of these programmes is out 
of the question. Then they can be used by means of the normal 
code digits and serial numbers. 
b. The input programme is used to feed programmes and 
numbers into the machine. The most important thing is that the 
numbers and addresses must be converted from the decimal into 
the binary system. A second function of the input programme is 
to translate the general coding of all sub-programmes on the 
tape into the specific addresses in the problem concerned. All 
















lative addresses are being put in, they are adapted to the place 
where the programme will really be placed. This is given in a 
so called fixed parameter. There.are eight of these fixed para-
meters (the reference points with respect to which the relative 
numbering takes place) available. 
The requirements that we shall impose on the input pro-
gramme are: 
1. It must start on register o, .so that with cleared A, Band C 
the machine begins at O when the start key is being de-
pressed. 
2. It must be possible to put in the addresses of the instruct-
ions in such a manner that no non-significant zeros need be 
• punched. 
3. A code digit indicates with respect to what parameter the 
beginning must be counted.*) 
4. By means of an input indication it must be possible to start 
input at an arbitrary location; such an input indication must 
also be able to use the parameters. Another type of input 
indication must start carrying out a programme that has been 
put in, at a certain address. 
5. It must be possible to :put in numbers_by means of the normal 
input programme during input of instructions. 
6. When special activities have to be performed during input, it 
must be possible to leave the input programme without des-
troying the possibility of continuing input at the point 
where it was interru~ted. 
The input programme runs as follows: 
-- "0 o/oo Stop. Start of input programme. 












1 . > 13 



















Read oode digit 
If stroked: jump to 45 
*) D. J. Wheeler. Programme organization and initial orders for 
the EDSAC. Proo. Roy. Soc., A202(1950)573 • 
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14 ,. 16 
72 > 17 
18 
21 .,. 19 
18 .,. 20 - -
21 
20 ..( 22 
23 - -
23 "'25 - -
26 
25 -(27 
62 - ¥ 








- - _2Lo2 -
19 20 
35+0/44 
- __ 4L01 -
61 20 








Form parameter instruotion a.nd put it 
in 22 
Jump to 20 
Read address 
Add para.meter 
Read left-hand operation digit 
If stroked: invert word 
Read right-hand operation digit 
If stroked: replace store instruation 
Store instruction. (n/10 or n/20) 
Add 1 to store instruction 
Return to 14 
Each instruction on the tape is written as: 
• 
code digit address/ operation 
The meaning of this is: 
o a/op= (35 + c) + a/op 
So when the address is being put in it is increased by the con-
tents of register 35 + a, the register where the 0 th parameter 
is located. Parameter O in 35 has been reserved for absolute 
addresses, so 35 is always oleared. 36 has been reserved for the 
beginning of ea.oh sub-programme during input of that sub-pro-
gramme. 
The actual input programme starts at 14. The code digit o 
is read. If the code digit has no stroke, 15 is skipped. On 16 
the instruction 35. + o/44 is formed, after which it is placed in 
22, Then the address is read in and converted by means of the 
cycle 19, 20, and 21. The last digit has been marked off by 
means of a stroke at which it jumps from 20 to 22, where the so-
called parameter instruction is carried out. The parameter is 
added, the first order digit is read into the machine in the 
right. place, 24 is skipped, the second operation digit is read 
and 26 is skipped too. On 27 there is the so-called store in-
struction, which puts the instruction into the store. On 28, 29, 
and 30 the store instruction is augmented by 1, so that the 
next instruction is put into the next register. After this the 
procedure is repeated. 
To determine at what location input must be started, an 
input indication is given at the beginning. By an input in-
dication are meant all the tape combinations which ultimately do 












n/10/ is taken in, 
by n/10, after which 
is replaced. So when n/10/ 
26 is not skipped, and (30) 
the input starts at n. 
is on the 
replaces 
ta pet 
( 27 J 
This is 
order to carry 
struction is 
taken in as 
jumps to m. 
also the method to leave the input programme in 
out the programme at m. Then the storing in-
replaced by m/20. Another instruction has to be 
yet, after which the programme runs into 27 and 
When the machine is being started, the process is as 
follows: A, B, and C have been cleared altogether by means of 
the clear key and the machine has been brought into the con-
dition as if the previous operation has been a 20-instruction. 
Then the following takes place: 
C B A 
o/oo 
v 
o/oo - o/oo 
1/00 - - o/oo 
- o/oo 
o/oo - o/oo - 13/20 --o/oo 13/20 - o/oo - --
13/20 o/oo - o/oo --
35/10 -- 13/20 o/oo 
14/20 - etc. 
The first normal instruction is the clearing of 35, as is al-
ways required. After that the programme starts on 14 .• 
In the starting procedure there is the exceptional situat-
ion that the "operation cycle" occurs some times in succession. 
For various reasons it is desirable to be able to leave the 
input programme and to reoontinue it without affecting the 
storing instruction. This is done by means of the stroked code 
digits. This is one of the reasons why the code digit is placed 
in front. Then already from the beginning it is known whether a 
normal instruction or a stroked code digit is following. The 
function of the stroked code digits is determined by the con-
tents of the first track (32 - 63), running as follows, 
32 
33 Available for special purposes 
34 Gode digit 
"35 o/oo 0 




















Form and place 




1 / "_.:i:.,u.-_.:::..6 20 
Put next word into next register. Also 
available for special purposes. 
Use directory 
2/ • 50 27/40 
} Remove store operation from instruction 
51 4/46 
52 36/14 
3 6 20 } 








Available for special purposes 
Read digits of fraction 
56 __,. 58 7 /51 Divide by conversion factor 
Provide number with sign 
59 61/70 
_6£ __ _ oLo2 _ 
24 - 61 8+2/63 
e/ ._ 62 2 
0 + 2/63 .. 5000031268 ~1.109 .2-3° 
Jump to store instruction 60--;...;;..=.-i----';;;..u;...-;;;.;;__ 
f/ 6 Stop 
If with (14) the input programme takes up a stroked code digit 
c/, then the programme jumps to 45. There 48 + c/20 is formed 
and this jump is carried out. 
of, 
The following code digits are provided: 
The utilization of this digit does not affect the register. 
Input is normally continued on the next register. Because 
it is rarely used, it is also available for other purposes. 
Make use of the directory } See next paragraph. 
Adjust the directory 
Free fol: special purposes. · 
Input of fractions with sign. The fractions are put in as 
natural numbers (of which the zeros on the left-hand side 
may be omitted). With (58) and <59) the division is made by 
the conversion factor 109.2-3C, where (61) serves as tail 
of the dividend. On the free digit places O - 12 the in-
struction 2/63 has been supplemented by such digits that 
it is as much as possible equal to j-.109. In this way the 
quotient is rounded off. (60) and (61) provide the number 
with sign, o/ being equal to+ and O being equal to-• 
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+0.376524276 is put in as 8/376524276/0/ 
-0.0005273 is put in as 8/527300/0 
These two code digits can be released to truce in fractions 
by means of a special input programme a/ being equal to+ 
and b/ being equal to-. Zeros on th~ right-hand side may 
be omitted; the last digit is stroked. 
Examples: 
+0.0003456 is put in as a/0003456/ 
-0.25 is r,ut in a.s b/25/ 
With this coding, numbers punched out by the machine can 
immediately be read in in the sEJ.me code (a = +, b = -) • 
!;1oreover the programme is much ciuicker than the normal 
8/ programme. 
Return immediately to the store instruction. By means of 
this code digit a register is cleared during input. \fter 
an input indication n/20/ e/ the machine directly starts 
executing n/20. 




integers are put in by means of the jump on 24, 
the first operation digit of an instruction the 
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: 1.62 The directory prog~~m~e 
A complete programme will as a rule consist of a number of 
sub-programmes and a main programme, which coordinates the 
functioning of the sub-programmes. In various cases sta.ndard 
sub-programmes from the library can be used; Some sub-programmes 
will have to be made specially for the problem. Sub-programmes 
which are not using other sub-programmes will be called sub-
programmes of the otfi order; sub-programmes which in their turn 
make use of a provamme of the oth order, will be called pro-
grammes of the 1s order, etc. The main programme is of the 
highest order. 
In all the sub-programmes and in the main programme the 
storage locations are numbered from O (relative with respect to 
the beginning of this sub-programme), The initial address of a 
sub-programme will always be registered in 36 so that with the 
code digit 1 the relative addresses, when they are put in, will 
be adapted automatically to the location where the programme 
enters the store. These initial addresses need, however, not be 
known to the programmer. It is also more convenient if the 
length of a sub-programme need not be taken into account, The 
most logical method is to place all the sub-programmes con-
secutively into the store. Then each sub-programme can be given 
a aerial number. The directory programme can automatically 
register the initial addresses of the consecutive sub-program-
mes. If in a sub-programme reference has to be made to a sub-
programme of lower order, the latter can only be looked up in 
the directory if it has already b·een put into the store. There-
fore the following convent~on has been adopted: sub-programmes 
of a lower order are always inserted before sub-programmes of a 
' --·- -------------
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higher order. So the main nrogramme always comes last. 
Tl1e directory programme is controlled by means of the code 
digits 1/ and 2/. The code digit 2/ provides for the registrat-
ion in the directory programme; by means of 1/ the directory is 
mi,de use of. The code digit 2/ has the following furictions: 
a. At the end of each sub-urogramme the next location is 
recorded in 36 as the beginning of the ne~t sub-programme; 
b. the address is also recorded sequentially in the directory. 
It is more corre.ct to give the 2/ nt the end of a sub-programme, 
because there can be intermediate activities sucl1 as tl1e in-
sertion of parameters. In that case the store instruction is 
lost, but the correct address is retained in 36. (The code 
combination GK in the EDSAC, which is more or less comparable, 
is given at the beginning of a sub-programme.) Only the main 
programme does not terminate with 2/. 
A code digit 1/ always forms the beginning of a whole in-




whioh the serial number may run from 1 to 
special applications.) The meaning is: 
1/r/a/op = (74 + r) + a/op 




address, relative with respeot to tl1e beginning of 
sub-programme, is put in. If the last operation is 
1/-instruction can also be an input indication. 
The directory programme runs as follows: 
53-(64 75/10 Place address into the directory 
65 2/40 .11.dvanoe the directory store instruction 
66 64/44 by 1 
67 64/10 
68 1 20 Resume input programme 
1/ ~ 69 ... 2Lo! Read serial number (one digit only) - - - - -
0 0 If digit not stroked: jump to the last 
69 :. 71 73/44 } 
register 
2 1 20 Form look-up instruction and jump to 17 
11 73 74/44 Constant 
74 
75 Directory 
' I I • • 90 
The action is as follows: With 2/ the pro~ramme enters at 
50. The storing instruction, which is in 27, and which has al-
ready bean increased by 1, is read in and the operation part is 
removed from it, Starting from 75 it is put into the directory 
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and stored at 36 • ( 65) to ( 67) provide for the advancing of the 
directory store instruction. 
With 1/ the programme arrives via (49) at 69 v1here the 
serial number is read. The latter is normally stroked. 1\t 71 the 
instruction 74 + r/44 is fonned, which is stored by (17) in the 
location of tl1e parameter instruction. For the rest the input of 
an address and an operation proceeds normally. 
On 70 a spare facility of the directory programme has been 
utilized to jump with a non-stroked serial number, to the last 
register of the store. If there is a 20-instruction in the said 
register, it can be used for special purposes. The instruction 
4095/20 provides, however, also the facility to interrupt the 
normal alternation: instruction cycle -- operation cycle in 
another way than a jump. By placing an instruction O 0/40 in 
1023 the following takes place: The jump 4095/20 functions as 
1023/20, because the digits 18 and 19 of the address do not 
exist. A is cleared by the instruction O 0/40. The intermediate 
jump operation 4095/20 is increased by unity resulting in the 
instruction O 0/30. So the intermediate 20-operation has been 
cancelled. 0 0/30 puts O into A and also shifts a O to B, Thus 
C is also cleared and the machine isatopped, with A, B, and C 
cleared. ' 
1,63 The pre-input prog;:amme 
The input programme must somehow have come into the store, 
e.g. by putting it in manually, which entails much v,ork. It is 
much more convenient to make use of a pre-input programme, a 
very simple input programme, which by means of a specially pre-
pared tape is able to take in the no:rmal in~ut programme. The 
pre-input programme itself must be as short as possible and the 
tape may not be too long. This appeared to be realizable only 
by applying a cascaded pre-input programme. The first pre-input 
programme first takes in another input programme which works a 
little faster and 'l"li th an easier code. The second pre-input pro-
gramme, which has thus been formed, is extended~ little and 
then it takes up the normal input programme in a special code. 




35 •---> 33 
39 34 - - - -
3 
34 '" 36 - - - -
37 












Reading cycle. Read all the digits but 
one in the hexadecimal system 
Read la.at digit 
If the digit is stroked; replace 
store instruction 




In the first place a new input indication must always be given 
for the storing of an instruction or number. The first activity 
of the programme is to extend itself by: 
40 32/44 Augment store instruction by 1 
41 38/10 
42 Return to reading cycle 
Then ( 37) is replaced by: 
371 41/20 Jump to 41 
and (39) by: 
Take in the store instruction 
\7ith this 
facility of 
last addttion the 
advancing its store 
pre-input programme has got the 
instruction. 
The first pre-input programme is: 
"0 1 0 Read digit times (1), 
,, 1 0/10 Constant= 
2-18 
2 _0(_01 Read digit times ( o). Test on stroke - - - - -
3 4/10 Store the store 
instruction 
. 
In principle it is already possible to take in a tape by means 
of this programme, When the machine starts on O with 95/ on the 
tape: (4) = 5/14, after which the machine stops on 5. *) 5 be-
comes cleared. After that the machine is started for the second 
time on O with 20 on tape. Then (5) = 0/20, and the programme 
can return itself, 0/20 must be brought in C if the machine is 
to start on O. It does not take more work to put this 0/20 di-
rectly in 5. Then the machine need be started only once. So the 


















Read digit times (1). 
Constant 
Read digit times (o). Test on stroke 
Replace store instruction 
Store instruction 
Re-turn to 0 
12/14 
Thus (A) will be cleared 
33/14 (A) = 0 12 is a rubbish dump 
Novt the new store instr. 
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33 f'bfO = 11/60 =(A) 
4 35/. = 16/14 (A) = 0 
4 8b8b1c/ = 34/10 (A)= 0 
34 Ob = 11/05 (A) = 0 
4 1c/ = 12/14 (A)= 0 
4 Oc0c1c/ - 36/14 (A) = 0 
36 f'ffff2b0 = 32/07 =(A) 
4 13/ = 35/14 (A)= 0 
35 abObOb = 33/20 =( A) 
4 75/ = 38/14 (A) = 0 
38 obdO/ - 11/10 =(A) 
4 oo/ ·= 11 /1 o ( A) = o 
11 40 = 0/40 (A) = 0 
4 1c/ = 12/14 (A) = 0 
4 3c3c3d/ = 37/14 (A)= 0 
37 ccoccedO = 38/10 =(A) 
· 4 04/ = 42/14 (A) = b 
4 ddcdOd/ = 39/14 (A) = 0 
39 6b6b6c = 34/20 =( A) 
4 oo/ = 34/20 (A) .= o 
11 20/0 = 229e. 
11 8/0 = 2E 
11 8/0 = 16£ 
102/0/ (38) = 32/10 
32 1000000/0 = 228s 
32 0/8 = e 
102/8/ (38) = 40/10 
40 2402/0 = 32/44 
102/9/ 
41 102/6. = 38/10 
102/a/ 
42 202/2 = 34/20 
102/5/ 
37 202/9 = 41/20 
102/7/ 
39 402/6 = 38/40 
can be built up 
Instr. to be put in, 
from which exclusively 
16/14 can be built up 
The constant 16~ can be 
formed only in 3 steps, 
one constant always 
being needed for the 
input of the next one. 
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Now the input of the normal input pro-
gramme follows 
Put in (3) negatively 
The only way of putting in /1 I 
• 















In the first nart of this programme often an extra replace-
ment of the store instruction is required to clear (A). The most 
important feature of this programme is that the building-up 
cycle is the- same r1.s the storing cycle, The building-up process 
can only be performed thanks to the 14-instructions in 4; clear-
ing can only be carried out thanks to the 10-instruction in 3. 
1,64 Some special input _p_rograrnmes 
It has proved to be very useful to apply the serial input 
programme. It often occurs that large parts of programmes con-
sist of' series of instructions which resemble one another very 
much and which have a regular structure. This will especially be 
the case with stretched programmes. The serial input programme 
makes use of the free code digit 6/. The structure of such an 
instruction is: 
6/ c a/op x/y/z/ 
In this instruction ca/op is a normal instruction with 
code digit, address and operation. This may also be a 1/ or even 
an e/ instruction.xis the number of times that the instruction 
must be inserted; y is the size of the interval between 
successive instructions of the same type and z is the increment 
by which the instruction must be increased every time. After the 
serial input the normal innut is resumed consecutively. The pro-
gramme itself' does not enter the directory. The programme runs 










0.27 .. 4 0 
5 0 
6 0 








































store instruction and put it ➔nto 
} Take in the instruction 
Put it negatively into 0.27 
} Take in :x: 
Place x in 0.47 
} Take in y 
Put y into 0.34 
Form r:f' 
the last store instruction for 
} 
Form 
test. Place this into 0.47 
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25 -,--;, 1 7 0 
18 0 





24 0 - - - -
2 1 


















Take in z 
Place -z into 0.22 
} Advance and place instruction 
Store instruction 
Increase store instruction 
Test and take in z 
If not ready: return to 17 
Place the normal store 
again and return 
instruction 
1.65 Programmes for floating addressing 
.<.: 
--,-.-:. 
When a programme is being made it often happens that some 
instructions have been omitted. It ia very difficult to insert 
these instructions afterwards, as then the entire programme 
would have to be renumbered. WILKES i has given some methods 
through which these difficulties can be overcome. It is, how-
ever, a drawback of these methods that they require a rather 
extensive administration programme and that a programme that has 
already been put in, must be corrected afterwards by this ad-
ministration programme. For PTERA a somewhat simpler method has 
been developed, 
The procedure of floating addressing is as follows1 No 
a.ddresaes are punched on the tape. The instructions enter the 
store consecutively without further provisions having to be 
made, Labels need be given only to working registers, constants, 
varia.ble instructions and points to which jumps are referring, 
There is a difference between references to registers which have 
already been put in and registers which have still to be put in. 
For the first kind the location to which reference has to be 
made, is already known in the machine. If an arbitrary number 
is allotted to such a register, further on reference can be made 
to that register by means of this number. 
If, when making a programme, one must refer in the normal 
manner to places that have still to be filled in, the procedure 
~) M, V. Wilkes. The use of a 
orders in an automatic digital 
,42.( 1953) Part 1, 84 • 
"floating address" system for 
computer. Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 
' 
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is mostly that the relevant instruction is temporarily not in-
serted, and is put in as soon as the point to which reference 
has to be made, is known. This method can also be applied to 
floating addressing. The advantages of such floating programmes 
are: 
1. Instructions that have been forgotten, can be inserted 
without further provisions. This does not affect the coding 
on the tape of the remaining par·t of the programme. 
2. The floating addresses which are allotted, are perfectly 
arbitrary numbers. A certain label can be used over again 
when it is no longer needed for reference to the former lo-
cation. Thus the labels often consist of only one digit, 
which is favourable for the input time. 
The programme that provides for the floating addressing, makes 
use of the code digits o/ and 7/. 
The 7/ part is used to allot floating addresses to certain 
registers. For this purpose use is made of the parameter 
registers and of the directory registers. If we introduce· the 
abbreviation: <x> = the address part of (x), then the operation 
of the 7/ combinations can be expressed as follows: 
7/x/ : (27)-,.35 + X 
7/y : (27)-i,74 + y 
X"' 1(1)8 
y = 0(1)f 









of this combination the real 










' I I ----
So with these 
a.dd1'esses that 
By means of this combination a jump is 
made to the real location a. 
By means of 
corded in 74 
this combination bis 
+yin the directory 
By means of this combination the 
corded address is used again 
combinations alone, it is only possible to 




Reference to addresses which have yet to be inserted, is 
made by means of the o/ combinations. The function is: 
o/x/op: 
o/y op : 
<27),/op - (35 + x) 
{27)/op->(74 + y) 
J 
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' ' ' ' n-1 ----
o/x/op 
n -----
The location of the instruction re-
ferring to a location that has yet to 
be filled in, is kept free. The real 
location is a. The location to be re-
ferred to is in reality n 
Before n is going to be filled in, n/op 
is filled in on a by means of this com-
bination. 





















































} Do not enter programme in directory 
Place 0/ entrance 
Place 7/ entrance 
} Replace 8/ part 
Take in x 
If not stroked: form 74 + x/10 
If stroked : form 35 + x/10 
Plaoe this in 1.6 
} Form (27> or <21> /op 
Store this with 35+:x:/10 or 74+:x/10 or 
(35+x)/10 or (74+:x:)/10 
Return to input programme 
Cons-tant 
Take in :r. 
If not stroked: form 74 + x/44 
If stroked : form 35 + x/44 
Place this • 13 in 
Extract (35 + x) or (74 + :r.) 
• 
Form a.nd place 
(35 + x)/10 or (74 + x)/10 
















1.18 1 20 Use 4 - 7 in common with first part. 
2/ 
1.66 Rapid _input prog:r.:amme fo_r fractions_ 
For programmes in which many fractions have to be put in 
the 8/ code is not the most suitable one. The greatest dif-
ficulty is that the zeros have to be supplemented on the right 
hand aide of the number. It would be better if they could be 
deleted but then they have to be placed on the left hand side. 
The notation of the programme meeting this 
the following: 
difficulty 
+ is code digit a/, - is code digit b/, then 
of which the last one is stroked. So: 
follow the digits 




1 0 20 
0 58/10/ 
1 a/-o..::.•.,8=-+--'-- 6 20 
9 






8 ,. 10 - -
11 
10 ► 12 - -
1 





0 1 20 
0 7/51 
0 61/70 




_o _ _ 9LO'J. 
1 26 20 
1 J.OLOI -
1 26 20 
1 J.1LOI -
1 26 20 
1 2,2Lo1 -
1 26 20 
+0.3 becomes a/3/ 





Do not enter programme in directory 
Place 8/ entrance 
Place a/ entrance 
Place b/ entrance 
Substitute for 8/ part 
Form O 7/51 for+ and 
form O 7/53 for -
Place this into 26 








l , , 
- I 




















20 ➔ 22 - -
23 















1 J3L01 - -
1 26 '20 
1 J4L01 - -
1 26/20 
1 'J,5/.01 - -
1 26/20 
0 !0£'.'.01 - -
1 26,107 
0 _2fo5. - -












If stroked: jump to 26 
' 
If last digit not stroked: stop 
0 7/51 or O 7/53 
Divide by conversion factor 
Take over into R 
Return to store instruction 
















1.67 Rapid input prog:;£ammas for ,:l,nstructions_ 
The normal input programme offers many facilities for the 
programmer, which, however, slows down the speed. For programmes 
which are frequently used and which consequently have often to 
be J)Ut into the machine, it is recommendable to have the machine 
punch out the programme in absolute form such as it is present 
in the store in such a code, that this tape can be read in as 
quickly as possible by means of a special input programme. As to 
speed, the input programme is most important here; the tape 
punching programme need be used only once. As only 4 out of the 
5 holes in the tape are used.numerically, it is evident that the 
hexadecimal system should be used. Only instructions (and all 
that can be WTitten in that form) and numbers are distinguished. 
The Tapid input programme is written over the directory pro-
gramme, which has no function any longer. By means of 6/ it is 
called into action. 
O 73/10/ 
83-,, (72 Contains store instruction 





76 - 78 - -





o_ ~BfOJ _ 
0 64 20 
0 - - 4/..01 -
0 14 20 
O 89/05 
0 11/05 
o __ 2(..02 _ 
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Increase store instruction by 1 
Read 1st digit times 216 
If stroked: read number 
Read·2nd digit times 212 
If stroked: go to normal input pro~am-
me d 8 
Read 3r digit times 2 
Read 4th digit times 24 
Read 5th digit times 2° 
• 83 0 2 20 If not stroked: go to atore'instruct-
82- 0 20 ion 
....:::::t.-1,..:::__i... If stroked: replace store instruction 
"~5 0268435456/00 = 228 
1186 O 16777216/00 = 224 
1187 0 1048576/00 = 22° Constants 
1188 0 0/02 = 2 i 6 
"89 O 256/00 = 28 







6 / ,,. -=.4.-i-__:0:.:2:.::0::r.4 b;:..__ 


















.. 0 0/20 
= 0 52/10/ 
= 0 36/10 
= 0 14/20 
= 0 75/20 
.. 0 64/10/ 
= O 85/03 
= 0 86/05 
= 0 87/05 
= 0 88/05 
= 0 4/05 
= O 89/05 
= 0 11/05 
= 0 ·. 2/05 
Put 1/ out of operation 
Change part for 2/ 
Place entrance for 6/ 
1st digit times 228 
2nd digit times 224 
3rd digit times 220 
4th digit times 216 
· th 12 5 digit times 2 
6th digit times 28 
7th digit times 24 
th 0 8 .. digit times 2 
· · Proceed to normal input programme 
The absolute punching, programme .associated with the rapid 
input programme has been made as quiok as possible with respect 
to the input programme. The :proced\U'fl is a.s follows: after a 
programme has been inserted into the machine (36 is not af-
fected), the programme asks for an initial address. :From there 
the contents of the store are punched out. When the selection 














































' ' ' I 
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' - r 
!' , 
' ' ' . ;· ;: 
1 
' ' ' ' 
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instruction in A. After it has been checked visually whether a 
sufficient number of data have been punched, the process can be 
oontinued by switching off I. This can be done in two ways: with 
the selection switch II on O the process is continued from the 
place where the programme had stoppedJ when II is switched on, 
the programme asks again for a new initial address. This is 
useful to punch out a programme which consists of various non-
sequential parts. When sufficient data have been punched, I is 
not switched off after which the machine is started. The pro-
gramme fills in 36 and writes the input indication for starting 
on the tape. Furthermore blank tape is punched till I is 






0.38 2 63/00 
39 0 o/8f 
2 0/10/ 
1•2.0 . 0 20/00 
II 1 2 1071 906 
817/41 
2 0 11/13 
3 o 2/13 
4 0 11/13 
5 0 11/11 
62 6 o 0/50 
0 30 20 
8 0 4/45 
9 3 0/44 
37 > 10 2 18/10 
11 3 2/11 
12 o 11/11 
13 0 11/11 
14 o 11/11 
15 0 11/40 
16 0 0/50 
17 0 11/15 
( 18 !I_ - - - - -
19 3 1/36 -· - - - - - -
. Location of the programme 
• 
Para.meters 
Stop. Also oonsta.nt 






Take in initial point x 
Form x/10 in R 
Form x/41 in A 
Plaoe extraotion instruction. Also 
plaoe return instruction 
Punoh input indication 
Extraction instruotion or return instr. 
Test whether number is negative. Sub-
traot 220 (Test on A) 
2.20 
19 -· 21 
21 
- -
22 2 2 20 
- ,., 23 3 2/11 
24 0 11/11 
25 0 11 /11 
26 0 11/11 
28 
29 
27 0 11/11 
2 18/40 
O 2/44 
30 2 18/10 
_31 0 __ 0122_ 
2 2 18 2 
31 .._... 33 2 18/00 
_31 o __ oL22_ 
2 60 20 
34---,,36 3 3/51 
37 2 10 20 
18 __,.., 38 0 36/41 
39 3 2/11 
40 0 11/11 
41 0 11/11 
42 0 11/11 
43 0 11/11 
44 0 0/11 
45 3 4/41 
49 __ ,, 46 3 5/11 
• 
_4I o _ _ 0L2<:: _ 
8 0 0 20 
47 ... ..:t. 2 6 20 
20 _., 50 3 6/47 
51 2 0/40 
22 __,. . 52 O 0/50 
53 0 2/15 
54 0 0/50 
55 3 7/15 
56 0 11/11 
57 O 11/11 
58 O 11 /11 
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I:f negative: punch as a number 
I:f positive: test whether {(x) - 220J~o 
(Test on A) 
I:f positive: go with 16 to punching 
part :for numbers 
R has still been preserved 
Punch instruction 
Advance the extraction instruction by 1 
Test on selection switch I 
If O: proceed 
If 1: stop with extraction instr. in A 
Test on selection switch I 
If 0: jump to 60 
Punch o 36/10/ • 
Punch (36) 
Punoh 0 
Punoh 0/1 0/20/e/ and then blank until 
the selection switch is back on 0 
Stop on o 
Form {(x) - 2
20}-f ,-.. - 220] by whioh the 
sign digit is removed from the number 
Punch o/ for pos. 
Punch 4/ :for neg. 
The first symbol is always stroked 
Punch two binary digits behind the point 
So the second symbol also has a stroke 
o/ for poa., 4/ for neg. 
Punoh 3 digits of number 




, i I 
l i 
·1, I 
. ' , I 
. j . ' , I 
• I , I 
I 
· 1 ! ' t 




: 1 . ' ! . 







' ' ' ' I 
' 
! I I 1 
' ' ' 
' ' ! 1 
! 
' 




' I , ' ' I t ' ' ' ,' i 
' ' ' ' ' .,. ' ' 
' ' ' 1 
' )
' ' ' ' f 
I 





' ' i 
' ' '  

















" ' ' 
' ' ' . .-  



















_,., .,,: . 
• 
2. 











2 2 20 
4 __ 0L21 _ 
2 18 24 




Punoh the remaining digits like those 
of an instruction 
Test on selection switch II· 
If O: return to extraction instruction 
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is being constructed it 
projects very much. Still 
is not possible 
development is 
, 
principles on which PTERA is based, have given rise to 
ping of two ma.chines: machine ZERO, which has already 
,:;,:ribed by the author earlier *) and ZEBRA, which 'll'rill be 
o- in this part. 
() was designed as experimental machine :for PTERA, a.nd 
0d operated as such. The idea of using functional digits 
operation was :fully applied in it. The machine did not 
a multiplier nor a divider. The programme required :for 
oation was very long, so that the design was not 
for a practical machine. In part 3 the machine ZERO 
-i,1.sed further as a starting point of some theoretical 
ei,tions. 
point was whether with a consequent application of the 
.al use of the operation digits it would be possible to 
-ta practical and yet simple machine (e.g. without 
er and divider), such with the elimination of some 
;S- inherent in PTERA, i.e.: 
, very uneconomical to use a whole revolution for the 
,ction of a number, while a circumference contains 32 
,:rs. 
-parallel adding unit requires a great number of valves, 
1 are more components that can go faulty than in a serial 
iulator. In PTERA it has proved to be very difficult to 
,e troubles in the arithmetic unit. 
_ a-length addition can only be performed via the 
. plication. 






tried to make a design in which the principles 
of PTERA, the functional use of the operation 
simplicity have been applied as much as 
~ uneconomical use of time is mainly due to the way in 
~he numbers have been distributed over the ciroum:ference. 
iumbers are not interspersed, the first difficulty can be 
bed for the greater part. To derive maximum profit from 
L store with a relatively long access time, o:ritimwn pro-
~ (minimum latency coding) is required. For this purpose 
number of immediate aooess registers must be available. 
g of the waiting time oan be eliminated. *1 
.. v. d. Poel. A simple electronic computer. Appl. Sci • 
C 1952)367. 
L. Freedman. Elimination of 

















The second drawback can be avoided easily by having a 
delay-type aooumulator with a serial adder. This fits quite well 
in the system of having the accumulator built in the saine 
physical form as the immediate access registers. For the sake 
of simplioi ty multiplication should also'• be carried out in 
series, which in principle requires about as many word periods 
as there are digits in a number.As the word periods have, how-
ever, become a factor 32 shorter, multiplication need not be 
slower than in PTERA. (The preparation cycle and the inter-
mediate jump may not be counted, because they are slow in PTERA 
but quick in ZEBRA.) 
• 
For a serial adder the complement system is more suitable, 
because the pseudo-complement system requires a second passage 
through the adding mechanism to account for the end-around 
carry. 
The third problem can be surmounted easily by coupling the 
two accumulators, which are at any rate required to carry out 
a multiplication, in such a way, that a carry originating in the 
tail accumulator is added to the head accumulator. 
The fourth drawback oan be partly eliminated by the con-
sistent use of functional digits also on the intermediate jumps. 
If the addresses for the two kinds of stores are also separated, 
even the instruction and the operation cyole oan coincide, if 
one address is used for the source of the new instruction and 
the other address for the operand. 
The ZEBRA is an automatic eleotronic computer, based on the 
following principles: 
1. The operational part (control and arithmetic unit) is small 
with respect to the store, which has a homogeneous structure. 
2. The structure of the operational part is most simple. No 
built-in multiplier or divider. Serial operation. 
3. The number of elements has been reduced to a minimum, in 
order to obtain a maximum reliability. 
As the structure of the machine is so simple the pos-
sibility of making mistakes is small and possible mistakes are 
easily located. With a very small part of the store plus a well 
operating operational part, the machine can locate its own 
troubles in the remainder of the store. Though no multiplying 
and dividing facilities have been provided, the multiplying 
programme need not be elaborate. Beoa.use of the enormous 
flexibility in the coding this multiplying programme oan be 
very simple. Other facilities as normalizing, automatic modify-
ing of instructions, repeating of instructions eto. oe.n be 
solved very elegantly. 
The possibility of' optimum progra.mming (minimum latency 
coding) yields a high speed of operation. The multiplying speed 
is less high. Special attention has been paid to increasing the 
speed of interpretive programmes for floating point operations 
and operations with double-length numbers. 
A large class of programmes for ZEBRA is dead, i.e. nothing 
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has to be written on the drum. *) This is largely because all 
action talces place in the short registers. Also the facility for 
.modifying instructions is very helpful in this respect. The 
advantage_ of' d'ead programmes is that the tracks on which they 
are present, can be switched off for writing, so that these 
programmes can remain permanently in the store. This applies for 
e~ample to the input programme, test programmes, and standard 
output programmes. 
The structure of an instruction is remarkable for its 
functional digits in the operation. The whole programming is in 
fact a micro-programming.**) The operations are analysed into 
much more elementary actions. This accounts mainly for the great 
flexibility of the code. 
2.2 The structure of the machine 
Numbers 
from O to 32. 
inside the maehine consist of 33 bits, 
A number p has the value: s:z. 
p = PoP1 •••• P32 = - Po .. ;;;: pj2-j 
numbered 
in words: for the representation of negative numbers the com-
plement system has been used. 
2.21 The store 
The store is formed by a magnetic drum with a storage 
capacity of 8192 r 213 numbers each of 33 bits. The speed of ro-
tation is 6000 rpmJ this is 10 ms per revolution. The number of 
tracks. is 256 and the number of words per track is 32. Consecu-
tive digits of a word are placed consecutively on the drum and 
consecutively numbered registers are also placed in a normal as-
cending sequence. The least significant digit of a word is 
coming first in time. A word time is 1/32 x 10 ms= 312 ~s. 
2.22 The 012er11-tional part 
The operational 
A: Register of 33 
significant part 
2.41, R-digi t.) 
part consists of the following registers: 
bits for the accumulation of the most 
(head). (One extra bit for overflow, Cf. 
accumulation of the least B: Register of 33 bi ts for the 
significant part (tail). 
C: Control register. This register receives the next instruction 
to be executed. 
D: Auxiliary register for the control. 
A and B are called accumulators. 
*) w. L. v. d. Poel. Dead programmes for a magnetic drum auto-
matic computer. Appl. Soi. Res., B3(1953)190. 
* *) M. V. \'lilkes & J. B. Stringer 7 Micro-programming and the 
design of the control oircuits in an electronic digital com-
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Short registers: Registers of 33 bits, numbered from Oto 
31 (to distinguish between drum addresses and short addresses, 
drum addresses will be written with 3 digits, or will be ;;;;.32). 
Only the short ~egisters 4 to 15 have been materialized. All 
short registers are immediately aooessi~le. They can be realised 










= E = 2-32 
- A. The A-accumulator has the address 2. 
= B. The B-accumulator has the address 3. 
41 Cf. the action of the A-operations. 
5 to 14: normal short registers. 
151 Cf. the action of the LR and XD-operations. 





23: (23) = -1 = the most significant one in the word. 
24: (24) = conj (A);(B). 24 always contains the logical product 
of (A) and (B). In 24 nothing can be written. 
25: Set teletype signal equal to a
0
• (25) = (A) on reading. 
26 to 31: Input and Output. Cf. 2.81 and 2.82. 
T~e structure of the instructions . -• 
The digits of an instruction contained in Care called o0 
to 0
32




short register short register for 
X-digit 01 for accumulator control 
02 Q-digit 
(B) !: ~-B 
03 L-digit 
shift AB left 
04 R-digit 
shif't AB right 
05 I-digit additive 
subtractive 
06 B-digit use A 
use 1l 
C7 0-digit do not clear 
clear 
03 D-digit read write on drum 
1t) Staff' of the Computation Laboratory. Description of a 
magnetic drum calculator. The Annals of the Computation Laborat-
ory of Harvard University, Vol. 25. Harvard Univ. Press. Cam-
bridge (Mass.) 1952. 
**) E. M. Bradburd. Magnetostriotive delay lines. Eleotr. Comm. 











0 15-0 19 












Un: test KSn 
\Vait 
Short address. Number of digits 
Drum address. liumber of digits 
write • in short store 
test 
V4: test on b32 
112: test on b 
0 
V1: test on a 
0 
do not wait for drum 
The "A-digit determines the character of the operation.- If 
c 0 = O the operation is called Xt and if c 0 = 1 the operation 
is called A. An X-operation has as main element the extraction 
of a new instruction, and the A-operation has as main element 
the execution of an instruction. However, the distinction 
between these kinds is not sharp. 
The K-digit determines for which unit the short registers 
are used, i.e. for the arithmetic unit or for the control, 
Together with the A-digit the K-digit determines the way of 
coupling between the four parts: arithmetic unit, oontrol,short 





K • ! A 
Short Drum 
Store Stor~ 
Cf. the introduction, p. 5. 
The funotion of the Q-digit is the addition of ±c to the 
B-accumulator, irrespective of the store. 
The digits Land R effect 
the double-length accumulator 
respectively. 
the shi:fting of the contents of 
to the left or to the right, 
The I-digit 
a.n instruction. 
the control, and 
controls the additive or subtractive action of 
This only applies to the accumulators, not to 
then only for the transfer to A or B. 
The B-digit determines whether.an o-peration refers to the A 
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The C-digit determines 
engaged in the operation must 
whether or 
be cleared, 
not the accumulator 
The digits D and E determine 
takes place from (to) the drum and 
ively. 
whether reading or writing 
the short registers respect-
The digits V, v
4
, v2 , v1 are called the test digits. With 
a testing operation the operation is either or not executed, 
dependent on the criterion described by the digits V, v4, V2, 
v
1
• If the instruction is not executed, an instruction AO is 
executed instead, 
The digit Wis related to the time selection on the drum. 
If 0
1
4 = o, the execution of an operation is delayed till the 
selected storage location on the drum is present. If 0 14 = 1, 
the operation is executed immediately without the drum being 
waited for. The drum is completely disregarded. 0 is always read 
and nothing can be written on the drum. 
The remainder of the digits forms the addresses. c 1 s to 
019 
constitute the short address and 020 to 032 constitute 
the drum address. c 20 to c 27 serve the track selection and c 2a to 0
32 
serve the time selection within the selected track. 
For ihe sake of shortness the contents of the drum address will 
always be denoted ~y (n) and the contents of the selected short 
address will always be wri t·ten as (m). (n) = 0 if the waiting 
digit is 1. If (n) is destined for A, this 'number is denoted 
by (n)A. Then (n)B and (n) 0 are o. 
In the same way by (m)A, (m)B and (m)c is 
contents of (m) as far as they are destined for A, 
other entrances receive a o. 
2.4 The action of the instructions 
2.41 The functional digits 
The A-digit 
denoted the 
B or c. Both 
In the control the A-digit has 
Operation X: (c) + 2e , D 
Operation A: (m) 0 + (D) > 0 
the following action: 
{n)
0 
+ (m) 0 > c 
Both operations do not differ in so 




(4) __..,. D 
as the arithmetic unit 
storing takes place 
(A) : { (n) A + (m) A1 - A 
These standard operations can be modified by the other operation 
digits. 
Register 4 has 
A-operations. All 
· A-instructions. 
a special function and 
instructions are either 
• 









' ' ' i 
l l 
' I . . 1 ' 
. ; ' ' 
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The X-digi t. 
If the K-digit is absent: the 
arithmetic unit. 
short store is used for the 







(m) ,. C 
(D) ,. m 
store is used for the control. 
On 
On 
The Q-digi t. 
If the Q-digit is absent: normal. 
If Q is present, e is added to (B) (or is subtracted de-
pendent on I). The£ is introduced in the carry entrance of the 
pre-adder of B as if it were a carry from "b 34
11
• The adding of e 
under control of Q is also ta.king place on a storing operation. 
The L-digi t. 
If Lis absent: normal. 
If Lis presents (A) and (B) are shifted one place 
left. If A and Bare not cleared the leftmost digit of B 
to the rightmost digit of A, and Bis completed on the 
hand side with a O. The leftmost digit of A is lost. If 
are cleared, 0 is always transported from B to A. All 
operations are performed in the normal way. 
The R-digi t. 




A or B 
other 
If R is present: A and Bare shifted one place to the 
right. When A and Bare not cleared, the rightmost digit of A 
shifts to the leftmost digit of B. The rightmost digit of Eis 
lost. A is supplemented on the left-hand side with a digit from 
a place which will be called a_1 • This place is situated on the 
left side of a
0
, and completes the A-acoumulator to an adder of 
34 places instead of 33 places. For this extra place the fol-
lowing rules hold: 
If A is cleared, a_1 is also cleared. All numbers to be 
added are first added together in what is called the pre-adder; 
then the resulting number is completed with a copy of its sign 
digit, after whioh the number of 34 digits is added into A with 
the main adder. This digit is serving effectively to store an 
overflow. The only method to recover this digit is to shift it 
to the right by an R-operation. The shifting to the right pre-
vails over shifting to the left; thus a combination of Rand L 
shifts to the right only. 
For the sake of doing multiplications the following 
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The I-digit. 
If the I-digit is absent: normal • 
If the I-digit is present: take the complement of the 
numbers of drum and short register, in so far as they are des-
tined for the arithmetic unit. The contents of 15 on an XD and 
an LR-operation and the con a Q-operation are also complemented 
when I is present. The I-digit does not refer to numbers to be 
stored, or to the control. 
The B-digit. 
If the B-digit is absent: the operation refers to A. 
If the B-digit is present: the operation refers to 3. 
The addition normally talces place in A just as the storing 
normally takes place from A. However, if the B-digit is present, 
the addition takes place in Band the storing also takes place 
from B. The B-digit has no influence on the addition of (15) to 
A on an LR-operation. This addition always relates to A. The 
addition or subtraction of eon a Q-digit also always takes 
place in B, The B-digit has no relation to the control. 
Tl1e C-digi t. 
If the C-digit is absent: do not clear A and B. 
If the C-digit is present: clear the accumulator as pres-
cribed by the B-digit, before an addition or a shift takes 
place. The C-digit does not relate to the control. 
The D-digit. 
If the D-digit is absent, and if the execution is waiting 
for the drum: read the number from the selected drum storage 
location and perform on it an operation according to the other 
digits. 
If the D-digit is present, and the execution is waiting for 
the drum: write in the selected drum storage location the number 
from A or B aooording to the following rules: 
With an operation without B; 0 8 = 0: (n) destined for A. 
With a B-operation: 
On the combination 
placer Add ( 15} instead 














of' X a11d D an extra addition takes 
or B according of (m)A or (m)B to A 
If the E-digit is. absent: read the relevant short register 









and use ii; for A, B or C according to the K and :B-digi t in the 
operations • 
. 
If the E-digit is present: read the number as determined by 
Kand B in the selected register. 
If K and B are both a.bsent1 09 = 0: (m) destined for A. 
_09 - 1 : (A)-.. m 
If K is absent, B is :present: c9 = 0: (m) destined for B. 
09 - 1 : (B) >m -
If K is present: 09 = 0: (m) destined for C. 
09 = 1 : (D) m 
2.42 'l;pe ,test di6i ts 
If the V-digit is not present, the digits v4 , v2 and v1 
together detex·111lne a number, having the value O to 7. These are 
indicated by UO to U7. If the instruction contains Uk, this 
operation is executed if the selection switch k has been thrown. 
If not, -the operation AO is executed. The selection swi;tchea will · 
be denoi;ed by- KSO to KS7. KSO is always thrown. An instruction 
with 010, 01 1 , 0 12, c 13 = 0 will be executed in the normal way. KS7 is m~teria1ized as a key having a normally closed contact. 
This key serves as a start key. 




= 1000 is denoted by V: 
= 1001 is denoted by V11 
= 1010 is denoted by V2: 
= 1100 is denoted by V41 
Cf'. :?.43 
Execute the 
if a = 1J 
execfl.te A. 
Execute the 






Execute the instruction • 
if b32 = 1; if not 
execute A • 
• 
With the aid of these functional digits a test can be performed. 
2.43 Double;--len~h_ :f'aoili ties 
To be ab1e to :perform double-length arithmetic very easily 
a device to take the ca~ry-over from E to A is provided. As this 
carry-over is only produced on the last impulse time in a v,ord, 
it is not possible to add it to A in the same oycle. This is 
always done in a later oyole (not necessarily the next). 
The, norma.1 rule for· double-length arithmetic is as followa1 
On every B or Q-operation the carry-over ia stored in an inter-
mediate storage of' one digit. This carry is added to A on the 
first instruction having a VO, which can .be written simply as V • 
The B-instruotion and the related V-instruotion must have an 
__________________ , 
1 "' j ' ' . 






. l • 
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: : . 
' ' ' 
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equal I-digit. The intermediate store retains the carry which 
has been put into it on the last B or Q-operation. The carry 
from the intermediate store is introduced on the carry entrance 
of the pre-adder of A as if it were a carry from 11 a34 1•. On a 
left shifting instruction with V it is introduced one digit time 
later as if it were a carry from a 33 . This implies that an in-
struction of the form A200L5V can give wrong results, because 
the addition of (200) and (5) in the pre-adder can give rise 
already to a carry from a.33 to a.32 so that no other carry can be 
added at the same time. 
For a better understanding a short account will be given of 
the precise action of the intermediate store. A subtraction in B 
is performed by adding the inverse of the number together with 
introducing an extra complementary one on the carry entrance of 
the ma.in adder of B as if it V!ere a carry from 11b 34••. When a 
number is added, the resulting carry is just the opposite of 
what it would be, when the same number would be subtracted. For 
example subtracting O gives a carry 1. In general this can be 
formulated as follows: The borrow produced on a subtraction is 
the opposite of the carry produced by adding the complement. 
However, on the next V-instruction the fact that a borrow has 
been stored in the intermediate store in opposite form must be 
ta.ken into consideration by reversing its significance as a!-
operation. The negative value of a borrow is automatically 
accounted for by the introduction into the pre-adder. The result 
of this pre-addition (now including the borrow) is subtracted 
from A on a subtraction. 
These seemingly awkward rules are necessary to be able to 
round-off on multiplication with a special trick, and to use the 
"Vas a sort of "Q-digit" for the A-accumulator • 
Examples: Round-off on multiplication 
N ••• IB23 
N ••• V 
Last instr. of mult. contains I. B23 
subtracts i from tail giving carry-over 
when tail ~ i• 
Round-off is added to 
operation. B-instr. and 
V-instr. do not have the 
head on next 
corresponding 
same I-digit! 
The use of V as "Q-digi t•• 1 





N •• • V 
2.44 The order q_f p_r_!3fereno_e 
Add extra 1 to head from intermediate 
carry store etc • 
The functional digits of the operation are written in a 
certain order. This order is: AXJ~I~IBCDEVV4v2v1• By reading it from the right to the left the order of preference of the 
functional digits is given. One oan imagine the action to be 




test digit it is tested whether the operation is taking place 
or not. Then if' storing has to take place first storing is ef-
fected. Then if clearing has to take place the clearing is per-
formed. The relevant register is indicated by the B-digit. The 
position of the inversion digit is of no importance. The order 
of LR indicates that R has preference over L. When Rand Lare 
used together, only a shift to the right is effective. As last 
action the additions with Q and A take place. The position of 
the K-digit is unimportant. 
!.45 The notation of the instructions 
• 
All instructions begin with an A or an X. As an X jumping 
to the immediately following re~ister is very frequent, an ab-
breviation will be introduoedt (p) = Xp+1 is to be denoted by N. 
Then other functional digits still can be added. 
In general an instruction consists of an opening symbol A, 
X or N, after whioh one or more addresses follow together with 
functional digits. When a drum address (having 3 digits or being 
;;;.32) is written first, the wa.it digit is kept O by the input 
programme (Cf. 2.83)1 when the short address comes first, the 
wait digit Wis automatically set to 1. A short address O may be 
omitted completely. Two addresses are separated by functional 
oha.ra.oters or by a dot. E.g. X123.4 or A356BC5. However, when a 
short address comes first and when a drum address is following, 
W = 1 and the drum address is no more effective as an address, 
With respect to the application of counting, the address when 
written as g is put in as 8192 - 2g. XK6R31 has W = 1, short 
address= 6, drum address= 8130. 
~.51 A simple programme 








(133) + (135) - (4) .. 6 
(B) - e __.,.,. B 
and 
(133) .,A 
133 oa.n be reached just in time 
(135) + (A)-,.A 
{A) - (4) - A and (B) - E. _,, B 
(A) ,. 6 
Neutralize special jump 
When 
· pening in 
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A B C D 
( 133) b X102 transport of the 
A135 x104 
intermediate X-
instr. is taking -
( 133)+( 1 35) X104 place between C and. 
X105QI4 X106 
D, 
( 133)+( 135)-(4) b-E. X106E6 X107QI4 Here only transport 
from C •. ➔ D takes X107 X108E6 place. (A) .. 6 
etc. 
2.52 The use of the return instruction 
' 
One of the aids used most in programming is the calling 
sub-programme. With this facility all complicated 
such as multiplication, division, s4ua.re-rooting, 
of elementary functions etc., can be reduced to one 




The calling-in of a sub-programme (for instance on 200) is 
effected with X200KE4: jump to 200 and place return instruction 
in 4. This return instruction may be placed in every other short 
register according to the requirements. The lay-out of the main 
· programme and the sub-programme is as follows: 
00 X200KE4 
101 
Jump to 200 and place return instruct-
ion- in 4. 
102 Programme returns here 
Sub-programme; 





200+k XK4 Jump to return instruction 
The actions in the registers are as 'follows: 
' 




X200ICE4 .._ X102 •• 
- ~ 






X200 + k, 
' 
r-. ' 
XK4 X202 + k 
. 
. . :X:102 
etc. 
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Often a sub-programme which is completely contained in the 
short registers is called in ( sometimes with one instruotio11 




Place return instruction in 7 
Jump to 6 ( if necessary vii th other 
functional digits). 
Programme returns here. 
6 Instiuction 
7 Return instruction 
m...'" ·-
The property of returning two instructions later or1 is 




(p + 1). 
1a:tter property is less desirable for normal sub-pro-
Hence it is better to adopt the convention that as a 
sub-programmes will return on the next instruction 
The sub-progrannne then runs as follows: 
200 N .... 
' ' ' ' ' 
200+k IDC4, 
.201+k -1 




return instruction ♦ (- t) 
A stop instruction as suoh is unknown in the ZEBRA oode, It 
may be rep1a.oed by using the so-called loop-stop: ( 100) = X100. 
When the machine comes to 100 the control continuously takes the 
next inst:ru.otion from 100. It is a drawback tha.t the programme 
cannot leave this point of its own accord. 
For the following method of stopping the selection switch 
7 ia used. 
100 X100i(E4U7 Conditional loop-stop -- -----
101 
102 x;.,_. __ _ 
The selection switch 7 has been materialized as a key 
having a normally closed contaot, whioh is opened when being 
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C D 4 









Xp + 2 
X100KE4U7 =A= AO?! 
Also X102ICE4U7 = A 
KS7 is released. 
until 
When KS7 is being pressed nothing happens, but when the 
key is released, the programme resumes its normal action. This 
procedure has the advantage that the machine, after having been 
started, can immediately atop again. When KS7 is kept depressed, 
the machine may skip a stop instruction of the before-mentioned 
type. 
In order to make the machine start at a predetermined 
point, another key has been provided which clears C. Now XOOO is 
executed (on purpose the instruction which completely consists 
of zeros has been chosen here). Normally at 000 a stop instruct-
ion XOOOKE4U7 may be found. 
2.54 The use of the test instructions 
A test can occur with two type~ of operations: with X-
cperations and with A-operations. 
With a testing A-operation adding or storing talces place 
dependent on the tested criterion. Frequently in the course of a 
programme bifurcations occur. In that case the test is attached 
to an X-operation, which either jumps or continues on the in-
struction 2 registers further on. 
100 X200V1 Jump to 200 i:f' (A)< 0 - - - -- - -
101 
102 etc. Otherwise go to 102 
It is very important that on 200 first the special jump 
X200V1 is neutralized by another jump,. as otherwise the next 
instruction would be taken in by X202V1, etc. Teating would then 
take place continuously on the intermediate jumps •. When ·the pro-
gramme is beginning on 200 with N ••••• , the former jump is auto-
matically neutralized • 
A few special applications of testing instructions are: 
100 I AIC2V1 Form modulus of (A) 
and 




' . '\ 
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2.6 Possibilities of the code 
2.61 T~e repetition of an in~truot;9n 
In ZEBRA there is a possibility to repeat an instruction 
·whioh is located in a short register, a number of times (maximum 
4096 times). In general this is performed in the following way, 
(The examples given below all begin at 100. This is, however, 
only arbitrary.) 
100 NKE7 
101 X6K ••• 
102 etc. 
Place return instruction in 7 
~ump to 6 and repeat p times 
6 instruction to be repeated 
return instruction 
Here pis the number of times that the instruction must be 
repeated. The instruction on 100 places the return instruction 
on 7, and then continues on 101. Here is to be found: jump to 6, 
while the drum address is 8192 - 2p which, as an address, has 
no effect. If necessary, other functional digits may be 
added. The drum address in the X-instruotion is augmented by 2 
each time when it is transported from C to D; hence after p 
times the drum address is equal to 8192. But this is exactly one 
unit of the short address, which consequently directs the ma-
chine to the next short address. Here the return instruction has 
been plaoad, so that the repetition of the instruction is ter-
minated. It is not necessary to use 6 and 7 for the repetition; 
3 and 4 may also be used. The repetition jump need not be in 101 
either; it may be placed in any arbitrary plaoe. It is also 
possible to repeat the calling in ot a sub-programme. The in-
struction to be repeated may read as follows: XnKEm. In 
principle any number of instructions from the drum can be re-
peated with this trick. 




often happens that 
while effecting 
a constant must 
an N-operation. 
be placed in 





11 102 oonstant 
103 N ••• 
104 etc. 
Store in 5 
. ( 102) · • A. X103E5 goes to D l 
This instruction is taken in with 
X103E5, which effects the storing in 5. 
In this example the storing is attached to the X-operation. 
As this X-inatruotion is always circulating between C and D, 
the storing is also effected after taking in the constant. 
In general mu.ab attention mu.st be paid to the use of an 
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A-instruction after a special X-instruction. 
In all e:x:amples 
with a normal jump. 
instruction. 
2.63 Multiplication 
the programme is always 
This can always be done 
assumed to begin 
by an Non the last 
The multiplication of two numbers with sign is done ac-
cording to a system devised by VON NEUMANN. The multiplicand is 
put into short register 15. The multiplier is put into B, and A 
is cleared. Dependent upon the extreme right-hand digit of B, 
the contents of 15 are either or not added into A. Then a shift 
to the right takes place. B thereby loses a digit on the right-
hand side, but· receives a digit of the tail of the product on 
the left-hand side. (This digit is not altered any more in 
subsequent action.) In B the multiplier disappears gradually, 
while the tail is shifting into B. The head remains in A. 
With the LR-facility the nucleus of the multiplication 







instruction in 5 
15 times (X4KLR is 




According to the complement representation for numbers the last 
digit of the multiplier must be treated negatively. For example: 
ax (- fi) =ax 1.011 =ax (1.000 ... 0.011) =ax (- 1 + ¾) 
The execution time is 11 ms. ALR has to be placed in 4 in 
advance but this can be done once for all when many multiplicat-
ions must be done (e.g. in power aeries etc.). 
A simpler way for multiplication is the use of a sub-
programme. 
An example of a general sub-programme for multiplication 
will be given here. Vlhen oa.lled in with X100TCE4Q it determines 
(A).(B) in double length, head in A, tail in B. When called in 
with X101KE4Q it determines (A).(B) rounded off in A. B contains 




11 103 -ALR 





carry= 1. Restore (B) = b 









' ' . .. 








11 107 -1 
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Place return instruction. Clear A 
Repetition for multiplication. 
V, if' present, adds round-off on 
penultimate cycle. 
Last cycle negatively. Return to main 
programme. 
Constant for decreasing return instr. 
by€• 
When a multiplication must be done with a constant factor, 
it can be done faster than the general multiplication programme, 
when the constant factor has less than 33 digits. Suppose that 
(5) must be multiplied by 0.1011. A and Bare cleared at the 
beginning. 
100 N5 Form ( 5) X 1.0 
101 NR5 Form (5) X 1.1 
102 NR Form ( 5) X 0.11 
103 NR5 Form (5) X 1.011 
104 NR Form ( 5) X 0.1011 
With this •xample the method has been elucidated suf-
ficiently. Read and tail of the product are available. The time 
of operation can be mu.oh less than 10 ms. 
The same method can be applied for ~ultiplying from left 
to right, e.g. (5) X 101101.f I 
100 NBC5 Form (5) X 1 E 
101 NL Form (5) :x 10 e 
102 NLJ35 Form (5) X 101 £ 
103 NLJ35V Form (5) :x 1011 e 
104 NLJ3V Form (5) X 10110 E 
105 NLJ35V Form (5) X 101101£ 
106 N ••• V V f'or last carry-over 
, 2.64 The division 
Division is the inverse operation of the multiplication. 
Hence it must be possible to divide a double-length dividend by 
a single-length divisor to obtain a single-length quotient and a 
singl-length remainder. The system that has been used, is the 
restoring division. Only the case of division of non-negative 
numbers is of importanoe. According to VON NEIJKANN the double-
length dividend will be put into A and B (head in A, tail 
without sign of its own). The divisor will be put into 15. After 
the subtraction of the divisor in A it can be tested from the 
sign whether the subtraction was possible or not. The digit of 
the quotient may then be placed in the last (non-ocoupied) place 
of B; if necessary the divisor is a.gain added if' the subtraction 
' ' ' f ,. . , 
' ' 
' ' ' . ' ,_ . 
' ' ' ' 
' ' ' 
" ' ' 
' 
,t-t . , ' 
' ' L 
' ' 
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was not possible. Ultimately A and B together are shifted one 
place to the left. From Ba fresh digit is shifted to A, while 
in B a place is available to take the next digit of the quo-
tient. At the end of the operation the remainder is in _,,,._ and. the 
quotient in :S. 
In order to programme the afore-mentioned process it will 
be split up into two parts: 
a. Shifting and subtraction of the divisor. 
b. If necessary, noting down the digit of the quotient and the 
addition of the divisor. 
The operation a takes place in any case, the operation 
b, however, depends on the sign of (A) after the subtraction. 
If (A) becomes negative, the subtraction must be annihilated, 
whilst no digit of the quotient is added. If ( A) remains 
positive, the subtraction should not be annihilated, whilst a 
1 should be added to the quotient. This difficulty can be 
avoided by adding the negative of the divisor and at the same 
time adding a 1 during period a. During period b both the 
subtraction and the addition of a 1 in the quotient are either 
or not annihilated. 
As the testing is always performed on the signs, the 
dividend o.nd divisor should be made positive beforehand and the 
sign of the quotient should be ta.ken oare of afterwards. A 
slight advantage is that, as the quotient is always positive, 
the first subtraction has to take place in no case. 
The nucleus of the division is performed 




tail of the 
head. b 32 = 
dividend without 
0 
sign, directly following the 
= - divisor 
100 NKE7 
101 X6K31LDQ 
102 AQI15V1 -- -----
103 
104 etc • 
Place return instruction in 7 
Shift, subtract divisor and add a 1 to 
the quotient. Repeat instruction on 6 
31 times. 
The last operation of the repetition is 
shifting. Hence the 32nd restoration 




.A.Q.I15V1 - - - -
return instruction 
divisor 
When fractions are divided a rounded off quotient is mostly 
desired. This rounding cannot be performed by adding½ to the 
quotient, as the quotient is only of single length. Hence the 
rounding is effected by augmenting the tail of the dividend by 











































to form half of the divisor. As the tail has no separate sign 
digit, the sign digit of the divisor effects the right spacing 
between the tail and the head of the dividend. 
The general division prog:ramma for (A)/(B), rounded off' to 
A and Bis running as follows: 
100 NIBC3 









110 X112QI15V1 -- -----
111 
110---112 X K32LDQ 
113 




'!'he time for the 
programme has an average 
2.65 Shifting 
Set borrow~ 1. NIBG3 can aot two times 
Form -lb! and complement a accordingly 
Store -lbl - 15 
Pre-instruction 
a - e.- 7. Ron 105 and LQ on 107 are 
setting b32 = 1 
AQI15V1 -,.5 
X114I15 .- 6 as a return instruction 
a - E. - A. -e serves as head for -½lblE 
in tail 
First cycle of division. In fact: 
a + b - ½ b £ 1 1 ,. b = + q - 'lat 
Repetition for division. Does one cycle 
to much. X114I15 and Ron 114 corrects 
f'or this. 
Form ( 1 + q - ¼c) .. ( 1 + s ) .. q + }c .. 
rounded quotient. (23) = -(23) !I 
Place quotient in B too 
Return to main programme 
actual division is 22 ms. 
operation time of 36 ms. 
'!'he complete 
When a number has to be shifted to the right this can be 
done most quickly with a number of NR-instruotions • 
• 
When shifting over a large nU111ber of places is necessary, 
it oan be effected better in the· following wa.yz 
100 N.KE7 
101 XE'.6 
102 N cir NR 
Place return instruction 
Repeat the shift instruction p times. 
6 AR 
( return instruction 
Du.ring the repetition shifting is effected over 2p + 1 
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places. When the required number of plaoes is even, an NR can be 
added. The time is 10 ms. 
In the afore mentioned examples A and B always shift 
together. When only A has to be shif'ted,this can be done by 
means of lfRBk'3 or AR:BC3. B then receives no carry-over digits 
from A. In the same way B alone can be shifted by NRC2 or by 















which number is 
is effected as 
be shifted 





NlCE4 Place return instruction in 4 
Repeat the instruction in 5 and test 
4---102 N 
101 ....... 103 etc. Programme comes back here directly when 
(3) = O 
As the 











X101KE4 . X102 ,. 
peculiarities a diagram of' the 
4 
• -
xrc5v2 X103TCfil4 x102 
' . 
AQ.RBC3 ~XK5V2 
- -½a -18 xrc5v2 X102 
' -AQRBC3 ,,, ...,.xrc5v2 ~ -¼a +O XK5V2 = A x102 ,,-
X102 --
""' etc. 
When B becomes positive, XK5V2 is no longer 'executed, but 
instead A(= AO) is executed. Then X102 oomes into C and the 
programme returns. This will be called a testing repetition. For 
such a testing repetition the return instruction must be placed 
in 4. 
The methods available for 
analogous to those :for shifting 
dealt with oare:f'ully. 
shifting to 
to the right. 
the left are 






' ' ' 
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The same method used with R, for shifting only one of 
the accumulators, oan be used with L. However, it is better 
and easier to use N2 or NB}, viz, add A (B respectively) to 
itself. 
2.66 Normalization 
Normalization is the shifting of a number to the left until 
it lies between ½ and 1, ·t;ogether with the counting of' the 
number of places shifted. This operation is important with 
regard to floating point arithmetic. 




Place return instruction in 4 
Repeat AQ2 (shift A, count in 
the test tells that the first 
A has come in a 
0 





The time is 10 ms or 20 ms.The same programme can also 
serve to search the leftmost 1 in a number. Instead of a normal 
count a shift count is then held in B by b~ginning withe in B 
a.nd making a double-length shift by (5) = AL 
2.67 Automa.tioally varia.ple instructions 
With ZEBRA it is possible to operate with instructions 
whioh, although they are fixed in the store, yet are modified in 
the address with a variable oount before they are executed. 

















Take in A0300 -1- kIC7 ► C 
Execute the operation and form 
x103 in 0 
6 k 
7 - XOOOK6 
is: 
D 
(7) is added to 0 
----=~ .-
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rt often happens that a number must be looked up in a small 
table. This is e.g. the case with recoding. Suppose that the 
digits O - 9 must be recoded. Ee the digit k, then the recoded 
digit is denoted by f(k). With the application o:f the afore 
mentioned method for looking up, a complete revolution would be 
needed. However, by doing it in the :following way it can be 
ef':fected with a minimum o:f aooess-time. Suppose (A) .. k 
100 NIC2 X103K2 "'D 
101 A0102K6 
Take in AC102+k:K6 .,, C 
Take in :f(k) 
102 f(O) X1 03I(2 - XOOOIC2 + X009 ,. X112 ,. C 
103 f(1) 
104 :f( 2) (6) ~ - XOOOK2 + xoo9 








112 etc. Programme resumes its action here. 
The time for looking up is always equal to the length of 
the list. In some cases this process oan be speeded up consider-
ably by placing 32k in A. With this trick the table is spread 
out horizontally on 102 + 32k. All :f(k) can be reached in the 









happens that a jump to a variable 
oan be effected as follows: 
place must be 
The ju.mp instruction whioh is taken in, 
neutralizes the special jump NlC2, so 
that no special constant in 6 is 
needed 
Becomes X102 + k 
Thia ladder of jumps can a1·ao be spread out horizontally. 
The execution of variable instructions which are dependent 
upon two counts can be ei'f'eoted with the following programme, 







' ! j ! 














































Form k + l in A 
103 AC)OOK6 
104 




6 - XOOOK2 
The 011ly time which plays a role in these variable in-
structions is the access time for an arbitrary number. All other 
instructions are optimum. 
2.68 Block transpor~ 
Data can in a simple manner be quickly 
the drum to the short store and vice versa. The 
drum must be placed on k, k + 2, k + 4, etc. 
executing every second instruction this must 
11normal II placing. 
transported from 
locations on the 
With a view to 
be called the 
A programme 
m + 4, m + 6, and 
which transports 5 numbers from m, m + 2, 
m + 8 to 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 runs as follows: 
100 NC5 ( 5) ➔ A 
101 ABC102 
11 102 xoo2.1 
103 AB104CE15 xoo2.1 >15 
11 104 AmCE5 AmCE5 ,. B 
105 lfKF4 Place return instruction 
106 X)K6BD Repeat (3) 6 times and advance it 
4 ,. 107 etc. 
every time 
As this programme uses the XD-facility, an action diagram will 
be given. 




( 5) ABC102 -,,. X10305 
xoo2.1 x103c5 - -.AJ3104CE15 v x105c5 xoo2.1 • 15 -AmCE5 x105c5 . 





A B 0 D 
(5) AmCE5 - X.3K6BD X 
-.. - 10705 ... 4 
Am-a-2CE6 AmCE5 -X3IC5BD 
(m) X3K5BD - ( - -
~ Am-&-2CE6 -Am-a-4CE7 X3IC4BD v 
(m ... 2) X3IC4BD - ( -' m) .. 6 
Am+6CE8 -Am+4CE7 X3X3llD v . 
( (m+4) X3K3BD -. . m+2) .. 7 
-
Am+8CE9 -Am-&-6CE8 X3K2:BD . 
(m-i-6) X3K2BD - ( --..... m+4) .. a -
Am+10CE10 -Am+8CE9 c-X3K1BD 
. 
(m+8) X3K1BD - ( -
' -
m+6) .. 9 
Am,.12CE11 ,.Am+10CE10 X4,ICBD -. 
( (m+10) X4]CBD -• m+8) - .10 
-x107c5 . 
(5) etc. -
Once m has been reached, all following instructions are just in 
the right places. 
A second way of doing blook transport is by stretched pro-
gramme. A fine example is the following sub-progra.mmA o-r one 
traokful of instructions (including working registers) to 
transport the contents of all the short storage locations to 
the drum and back with the same set of instructions! 
It is called in with: NC4 
X100KE4:BC 
to transport from short store to drum. It is called 1n with: 
X100KE15BCQ 
to transport baok from drum to short store. 
100 NK3 









(B) • 0 (A) • (4) 
Test fails 
(B) • still 0 
(4) -104 
(5) 11o 106 
(6) P108 
(B) ... 1 
Acta ae A.IBC102! 
( B) "' -XOOOE2 -< 0 
AD104C5-XOOOE2 • 
A104CE3 
(104) - .A. 
A106CE4, .. • C 
(104) -4 


















































(9) .. 114 
(10) P 116 
(11) ... 118 
( 12) · ,. 120 
( 1 3) ;, 122 
( 14) ,.. 124 
( 15) ;, 126 
Test fails 
Return instr.-B 
(110) .. 7 
(114)- .. 9 
(116) •10 
(118) 3>11 
( 120) .. 12 
(122)- .. 13 
(124) ... 14 
(126) •A 
Becomes: 
NBC15V2: (15)-.... ~ B 
(126) .. 15 
Return to main programme 
Li a programme can be used to extend the usefulness o:f the 
tore. The drum acts as a backing store., Vihen called in 
_.. 32k, the operatio11 time is only 10 ms • 
. :i.ng o:f_the contents o:f conseoutiy,e re5is,te,;i:s_ 
th. the trick mentioned in 2.68 of 
he contents of a large number of 
added very quickly. For example: 
300: 
,o 
} Place AQ200 in B 
placing an instruction 
consecutive registers 










Execute AQ200+2k 51 times. k=0(2)100 





















127 NBCE17V2 -- -----
128 X1 
127 129 NB4 
128 1 0 NK3 
11 131 -1 
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(8)-:>112 
(9) ;, 114 
(10) ,.116 
(11) .. 118 
(12) "120 
(13) ,.122 





(114) .. 9 
(116)-10 
(118) ~11 
( 120) .. 12 
(122) .. 13 
( 124) "14 
( 126) ,. A 
Becomes: 
NBC 1 5V2 : ( 1 5) ;, B 
{ 126) .. 15 
Return to main programme 
This programme can be used to extend the usefulness of the 
short store. The drum aota as a backing store. Vihen called in 
from 99 + 32k, the operation time is only 10 ms. 
2. 69 The adding of' the contents of O<:?_naecuti;V:e :r:efii,_s:t~rs 
With the trick mentioned in 2.68 of placing an instruction 
in B, the contents of a large number of consecutive registers 
can be added very quickly. For example: add all registers from 
200 to 300: 
} Place AQ200 in B 
100 ABC101 
11 101 AQ200 
102 NICE4C Place return instruction 
10 XK3Q 1 Execute AQ,200+2k 51 times. k=0(2)100 
4 ~ .., 104 ABC105 
105 AQ201 The same for the. registers having odd 
• 
106 NXE4 numbers 
10 
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With the exception of the access time for the first 
register, this programme is completely without waiting times. 
Wi t.h this programme a check can be very quickly made on a pro-
gramme which is put in by the input programme by summtng up all 
the registers pu·l; in. It is possible to add to every programme 
a check number in suoh a way, that the swn is exactly O. This 
gives a very quick and reliable oheok on the input. 
2.7 ~he dU~fitl 1!_etween A and X-operations 
It has been shown that programmes only consisting of adding 
jumps are very praotical. It is, however, also possible to make 
programmes only consisting of jumping additions. 
In the first place it is possible to have two A-instruct-
ions in suooession. An example will be shown of the manner in 
whioh a number pair may be taken in from m and m + 1, without 
waiting time for the second component. (B) = m 
. 
100 NE5 Pre-instruction 
101 A10203 ABCm~1K1 - X107K3 :,A 
"102 A1lC001K1-X107K3 Store this in 5 
103 NKE4 Store return instruction X105E5 in 4 
104 NIC,3 Take ACmX5 into C 
105 ACOOOK5 Next, ABCm+1K1 is ooming to C 
106 etc. 
The action diagram is: 
. 





A102C3 X103E5 -ABCm+1K1- X103E5 . ABCm+1IC1-X107K3 




. -ACmx:5· _X107K3 
(m) ABOm+1K1 • _X105E5 ( . 4) .. n 
(m+1) X106E5 
,.. 
JC 1 adds 1 to C 
etc. . 
Here the interruption .o~ the alternation X-instruotion --
A-instruction plays an aotive r81e. 
The use of a repeated A-instruction without 
jumps will be demonstrated in the next pro~arnm•, 




























Clear 4 and A on second action 
X39CE4 
(34)-· .. 5 
' 




:i7 ACD32K5 Clear 32 and start programme 
































This type of process is double as 
instruction, but it can only run to 
0 "4 





Stop on 000 
quick l[t.S a normal repetition 
the end of the store • 
By having our instruction AmK3Q in B, the sum of all 
registers in the store can be formed. By attaching a test V1, it 
is possible to end the repetition of Am!C3QV1. This is useful for 
a ladder test in which a quantity is sorted according to certain 
group boundaries stored in consecutive registers. Aa soon as the 
test fails, the repetition stops by taking (4) as the next in-
struction. The last contents of B give indication, where the 
repetition stopped. 
... 
It is clear from what has been said, that there exists a 
complete· duality between an adding jump and a jumping addition. 
On an adding jump the drum store is used in the control, the 
short store is used for the arithmetic unit, and (c)-D. On a 
jumping addition the short store is used for the control, the 
drum store is used "for the arithmetic unit, and (D)-o. There 
e:;ist prog~ammes, consisting of X-instruotions only, as well a.s 
of A-instructions only. 
" 




































. . . . 





. . ' . . 
2.8 Input an,d; output. 
2.81 The input 
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The taking in of data is performed by means o-£ norma.l 
teletype tape. This ia read by the aid of a Ferranti optical 
tape reader, reading 200 symbols a second. Every symbol consists 
of 5 holes. In order to simplify the technical devices as far as 
possible, the 5 holes of the tape are read separatel~ and are 
combined by means of a programme. The registers 26 to 30 serve 
this purpose. When these registers are read, they indioate a 
number consisting of zeros if the relevant hole in the tape is 
absentt and they yield a number consisting of ones (-e) when the 
hole is present. 
( 26) .. 5th bole of the tape. 
(27) = 4th hole of the tape. 
(28) .. 3rd hole of the tape • 
(29) .. 2nd hole of the tape • 
(30) = 1st hole of the tape. 














Read O or +e if 5th hole is O or 1 
Read 4th hole and add it to the shifted 
accumulator 
Read 3rd hole 
Read 2nd hole 
Read 1st hole 
Step the tape 
The transport of the tape to the next symbol 
selecting register 31. For this stepping at 
is performed 
least 5 ms are 
necessary. 
It is obvious that two symbols per revolution can be read. 
The testing of input indications if any can be done within the 
remaining 12 operations. In this way purely binary tapes can be 
read at a speed of 25 words per second. One word contains 33 
bits. 7 symbols of 5 bits would be suf:fioiento Two more bits 
are then available for special markings. Renee in 70 ms 14 
symbols (equal to 2 words) may be read. These 2 words must then 




the taking in o:f 
programme 2.83. 
instructions in the normal ~orm 
the 
2.82 The out;e1!! 
• For the printing of results 





























' . '. '. . . 
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signal in the 7-unit oode. The printing of a symbol is started 
by 20 ms low voltage, then 5 periods of 20 ms each follow 
forming the symbol to be printed, and finally the printer is 
stopped by a 30 ms high voltage signal. The oode of the 5-symbol 
units has nothing to do with the binary system as such. 
The recording and the time division necessary for typing a 
symbol is completely effected by the programme. The machine con-
tains only one communioa tion channel to the teletypewr 1 tar 
via register 25. '\\'hen 25 is selected, the teletype signal is 
made equal to the sign digit of A. Furthermore (25} • (A). The 
use of this register will be elucidated by some examples. 
The printing of a fraction consists of repeate~ multi-
plications by a factor 10, typing the head and retaining the 
tail for the next multiplication. To this purpose a sub-pro-
gramme has been made, multiplying a given number by 10 and 







programme is called in as maey times as there are 
be typed. Another sub-programme determines and types 
sign of the number under consideration and forms its 
Other programmes, which will not be given here, make it 
to type other symbols such as apace, carriage return, 
. An important problem in these type of programmes is the 
exact timing. It is necessary that independent of the place 
where the digit typing programme is called in, the typing is 
effected at the a.oourate speed and without losing time. This is 








N • • • 
X131 
-1 
Per:torm the necessary instructions 
Jump to return instruction 
Constant for return instruction 
Assume this programme to be called in from 162, 
further from 163 and finally from 164. The calling in and 
re1;u:rn a.re in. a. favourable or an unfavourable situation 















In one oa.ae only the returning and the calling in are in a 
favourable position. The time elapsed between the processes of 
two sub-progra.m!)\es oalled in consecutively, is now always com-
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in of the next process. From the tabJ.e it is clear that this is 
always favourable+ unfavourable= 10 ms, hence always an ~qual 
time. The deconversion and typing programme runs as follows: 
On entering the programme, B contains the 
typed out ( positive). \'Jhen returning~ on·e digit has 
out, and the residue is to be found in B. The 
called in with X100KE4C. The contents of 5 are made 
the sign programme • 






















































Store (B) in 6. Form 2(B) 
Clear A. Set teletype signal low 
Const. LBE6 still active: 2(B)-..6 
Form 4(B) 
Form 8{B) ~ 2(B) = 10(B) = (B)' 
Shift and put carry too. Form 2(B)' 
' 
Store digit to be ty~ed in 6. Form (B)' 
LBV still active. Form 2(B)' and 2(106) 
Form (B)' and (106) in A 
Execute AC109+dK2. Neutralize K6R 
Table of teletype equivalents of digits 
O - 9 
For example: 
f(6) == 0.1100110011 11 etc. 
/. ......., ........ '-,-' ..._. '-,--> ' , J 
start 1 0 1 0 1 stop 
Store return instr, to 121 in 6 
Repeat A102.25. This is executed once 
per 10 ms owing to the harmless 
constant in 102. 
Return. Placing of -t takes care of 
exact timing 
(5) • A102.25 placed by sign programme 
By the repeated execution of A102.25 the teletype signal is 
eaoh ·time made equal to a, and moreover A is shifted, so that 
all consecutive digits oome0 to the place a0 , The following pro-
gramme 1ireoedee the typing out of digits: type sign o:r (B) and 





The moment of preparation of start 























135 N Neutralize 
136 NIBC3V2 Form l< :a >I - - - - - - -
1 X1 1 If' (Il)<O: jump to 141 
135-138 AC:139 It (Il) ~ 0: 
"139 t(+) Take teletype equivalent ot + 
1 0 X11 Type symbol 
136-141 A.0142 Take teletype equivalent of' -
''142 t(-) 
1 X11 Type symbol 
It is envisaged to conneot also a high speed punch to the 
machine. Teletype Ino. supplies punches which are able to punoh 
60 symbols a second and which may be used on 50 symbols per 
second here. For this punch the separate holes of the symbol 
should be set by wrlting in 26 to 30& 
Write in 261 set 5th hole equal to a 
0 
Write in 271 set 4th hole equal to a
0 
Write in 28: set 3rd hole equal to a
0 
Write in 29: set 2nd hole equal to a
0 
Write in 30t set 1st hole equal to a
0 
Writing in register 31 takes care of' the punching. The 
punching of a symbol that is leftmost in A is executed by: 
100 NLE26· 
101 NLE27 
102 NLE28 Set the 5 holes 
103 NLE29 
104 NLEJO 
105' NEJ1 Punch symbol 
This operation may only take place onoe per 20 ms. 
2.83 The input programmA 
When the store of the machine · is oompletely cleared, the 
·machine is not able to take in programm11s. For this purpose an 
input programme is necessary. The structure of' the input pro-
gramme determines the convention underlying the notation. To a 
certain extent the prog,:,ammer is tree in choosing his own con-
ventions .• 
The notation followed up to here is an attempt to make the 
notation of the instructions as simple as possible. The input 
programme can test from the number of digits whether the address 












j ' '-· 
' 
' 
11! i ' 
'. ' ' 
i ' . 
' l ' , ' , 
' ' ' t ' . 
i ,; 
' . -· .... 
' -,, '' -. 
" , 
__ :,~tv;:\? .-i_ -
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order of the addresses a wait digit can be added. The abbreviat-
ion N for Xp+,1 also saves much writing and punching • 
• 
In this thesis use has already been made of the code as it 
will be read by the input programme. However, a few important 
points are missing: 
1. The input indications which tell the machine where to put in 
programmes into the machine. 
2. The input of numbers. 
3. The use of parameters to make the 
grammes possible which is necessary to 
-sub-programmes general with respect 
they are coming in the store. 
relative input of pro-
make the tapes for 
to the place where 
The most important demand to be made on the code is the 
necessity that the machine must have a clear criterion in-
dicating what must happen (for example the end mark of an in-
struction). This is done by dividing the symbols into opening 
symbols and supplementary symbols. Only X, A, N, +,-,and Tare 
opening symbols, all other symbols are supplementary ones. The 
opening symbols also play_ the role of end symbol of the former 
instruction. Hence "nothing" must also be denoted by ••something" 
(viz. X). The separation of both addresses must be marked too. 
When apart from X, A or N no further supplementary symbols are 
present, this separation must be done by 0 On the number of 
digits the input programme can test whether it has to do with a 
drum address or with a short address and also which address 
comes first. 
In order to begin the input in a certain place, input in-
dications are necessary. Two kinds are possible: 
a. Begin putting in at ••• 
b. Start executing at••• 
These actions will be denoted 
These symbols will be called the input 
are attached to a normal instruction. 
by the symbols Y a.nd z. 
indication symbols. They 
The storing on the drum of instructions taken in con-
secutively is done in ascending order. With the input indication 
pY, the store instruction.. is replaced by the instruction p. 
Normally this replacing is done with an instruction ADn. Hence: 
ADnY: begin input at n 
It is also possible to replace the store instruction by 
other.kinds of instructions 1 e.g. by Xn. In this way we could 
leave the input programme. The disadvantage of this method ia 
that the indication where the last instruction has been put in 
is lost. As .it is an advantage that the store instruction is 
retained, an independent method to leave the input programme is 
used. 
When a Z is attached to an instruction, the action of 
pZ is: execute the instruction p and proceed with inRut. In this 
way the inp,ut programme can be left with XnZ. But often it is 














this is not possible in the real accumulator, as A is 
for the input itself. Hence such a Z-instruction is 






• • • • 
NE4 
Take in (4) 
Exeoute the Z-instruction 
Store result in 4 
Register 4 acts as a phantom accumulator. It is 
instructions without Bare admitted for having 
Example o·r a programme on the tape1 
•• • •• 
• • • • • 
AC200Z 
A7Z Place (200) + (7) > 8 
clear that 
a Z attach-
AE8Z without interrupting further input 
• • • • • 
• • • •• 
The symbols Y and Z have a secona important function. They 
serve as a special end symbol. After Z the instruction is de-
finitely closed, while all normal instructions are ended by the 
opening symbol of the next instruction. When the tape is ended 
with AZ the following parts may begin with blanks on the tap~. 
The O (= blank) is no opening symbol and as the former instruo~-
ion has been ended, it can be no normal supplementary symbol. 
So each of the supplementary symbols can be used as a special 
opening symbol. With a special opening symbol O blank tape can 
be skipped. The condition in whioh the machine oomes when 
started on 000 is the same as after Y or z. The other special 
opening symbols are still free. 
During input any special operation can be effected by 
means of XnZ by jumping to the relevant part executing this 
special action. This programme can return by itself to the input 
programme and resume input. 
The tape can be stopped by giving xz. The action is: 
Execute X. (o) = XOOO: jump to 000. (000) = XOOOlCE4U7: stop. 
The. input of numbers oan be effected most easily with a 
code which resembles the normal writing of numbers as much as 
possible. Therefore: 
Integers: e.g. +345 Maximum 9 digits. Zeros at the left 
may be deleted. The point is on the right. 
Fractions: e.g. -•345 or -0.345 Maximum 9 digits. 
Plus and minus are the opening symbols here and. is a special 




The opening symbol T is used :for :floating addresses and 
will not be discussed further. 
2.84 Parameters 
A very important :facility of the input programme is the 
possibility to modify instructions during the input, e.g. to 
make programmes independent of the place where they are entering 
the store. For this purpose it is necessary that one or more 
parameters can be attached to each instruction. 
Parameters a.re always considered to 
dresses. Therefore they always have to be 
before the drum address. This must be done in 
pPa 
belong to drum ad-
written directly 
the :following way: 
where p is the number of the parameter, P denotes that p 
is a parameter number and a is the drum address that can be 
written in this case with fewer than 3 digits. 
The significance iss 
pPa .. a + ( p) 
p can be a short address or a drum address. This is again nor-
mally indicated by fewer or more than 2 digits. For example: 
A8PL13 • AOOOL13 + (8) 
X200P5RC15 • X005RC15 + (200) 
The input programme is able to accept more than one para-
meter in a word. In this oase these parameters are oumulative. 
The significance iss 
pPqPr = ({p) + q) + r 
With this artif'ioe a set of parameters belonging to a sub-pro-
gramme ean be written in the sub-programme itself'. Only one 
parameter is needed to tell where the progTamma begins, and 
where the other parameters are plaoed. 
As it is always necessary to use the P directly before the 
drum address, no confusion can result betweens 
A5P6C7 = A006C7 + (5) and 
X5K6P7 .. X5IC {7 + ( 6)} 
where the drum address is in .fact equal to 8192 - 2[7 + (6)}. 
A.ddresses with a parameter can be looked upon as a whole" 





11 2 X8P 
. 
;Begin to put in at. 9PO 





















' ' . ' 








Jump to sub-programme of whioh the 
call-in combination is in 33. 
Begin to execute at 9PO 
The 
grammes. 
parameters mainly find 
The following organization 
an application in 
oan be very useful. 
sub-pro-
Every standard sub-programme has a number, for example from 
40 onward. The aub-progra.mrnAs necessary for a problem are con-
secutively fed into the machine and they are also written con-
secutively in the store, because every programme marks the end 
of itself as the beginning of the next programme in 9. The pro-
gramme too, notes its own plaoe in the register denoted by its 












Put on 154 the instruction whioh 
be used for calling in 154. 1 
must 
Begin to put in programme on the regis-
ter given by (9). The tru.e address con-
tained in (9) need not be known to the 
programmer. 
This method has the advantage that it is not necessary for 
the programmer to know on whioh address the return instruction 
must be put (this need not always be 4). In this manner the 
calling in of programme 154 is done with x154P. 
Perhaps it seems a little wasteful to reserve a number of 
registers exolusively for this directory. These registers, 
however, can be used as working registers in the rest of the 
programme, onoe the programme has been fed into the store. 
2. 85 'J:'.h,e oode on the t~l!e 
All symbols used have a oharaoter on the tape. There are 





4 4 Numerals 
5 5 
6 6 




















10 K Short store for control 
11 Q Qount, Quotient - -
12 • Decimal point 
13 L Le:f't shift -
14 R Right shif't - ' 
15 I Inversion -
16 B Use B-aooUJllulator -
17 C Clear -
18 D Store in Drum -
19 E Store in short register 
20 T Floating addresses 
21 u Selection awitoh 
22 V Test 
23 N Ne.xt instruction. Neutralize - -24 A Add -
25, X Jump 
26 + 
27 -
28 y Begin to put in on ••• 
29 z Execute on ••• 
30 p Para.meter -
31 erase Correction 
The last symbol is very well suited for correction because 
it can be punched over all other symbols. After a oorreotion the 
whole word must be repeated. 
2.86 The pre-input progra e 
When the store .of' the.machine is completely cleared, the 
machine is not able to take in data f'rom outside the machine. 
In order to bring the normal input programme into the machine it 
is necessary to put a mininnua input programme into the machine 
with the manual ke;y-board. '!'his minimum input progl"'amme is oalled' 




Read one bit :f'rom the tape 














' 00'\ X3K1 
003 · ;,, 3 AnD31 
"4 
OO~ ~ '> X001KE4 
4 - ., 6 XOOOQI 
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Jump to 3 and execute one time 
Store instruction. Step tape 
Return instruction X5Km 
Jump to 001 and store return instr. 
Jump to 000 and decrease store instr. 
When C is cleared by pushing the clear-button, the machine 
automatically begins on 000. A jump to 5 is executed and the 
instruction found there is repeated 33 times. On 5 there is an 
instruction calling in a sub-programme in 001, 002, 003, 3, and 
4. The sub-programme is used to take in one bit of the tape at 
a time. After 33 operation cycles a whole word is built up. 
Every partial result is stored with the instruction AnD31 inn. 
After the contents of n have been completed, (6) returns to 000 
at the same time subtracting 1 from the store instruction in 3. 
In this way the normal input programme can be put in in a re-
verse sequence. The programro~ ends its action, because, after 
putting in 004, 003 is also destroyed. This is done in the 
following way. On 004 half the word which has to come on 003 is 
put in. Then when the programme begins to build up the contents 
of 003 this is effected by doubling the contents of 004 and 
adding one digit. When 003 is passed after taking in this firs~ 
digit, the contents of 003 are also replaced by the word which 
has to come to 003. On taking in ~he next digit the programme 
jumps from 003. The normal input programme can olear away the 
remainder of the pre-input programme. 
2. 9 Interpreting programmes. 
To make programming easy an interpreting programme has been 
made for interpreting a simple oode *). The main difficulties in 
prog"!'amming are: 
a. Scaling. To ensure that all numbers in a calculation remain 
in the :range 1 > a >-1 sometimes requires a great program-
ming effort. To make scaling unnecessary the system of 
floating point operation is adopted. 
b. Counting. Performing a cycle a certain number of times to-
gether with changing instructions in the cycle according to 
the count, is one of the most i'requent components of a pro-
gramme. 
These two types of actions have been made extremely easy in ·the 
*) M. V. Wilkes, D. J. Wheeler ands. Gill. The preparation of 
programmes for an electronic digital computer, with a special 
reference to the EDSAC, and the use of a library of sub-rou-
tines. A~dison-Wesley Press Inc,, Cambridge (Mass;) 1951. 
R. A. Brooker and D. J. Wheeler. Floating operations on the 
EDSAC. Math. Tables Aids Comput., 1(1953)37• 
R. A. Brooker. An attempt to simplify oodin~ for the Manchester 




oode of which the description will be given in paragraph 2.91. 
It appears that .the flexibility of the ZEBRA oode 
used very effectively to make the interpreting programme 
and simple. A few average times are: 
Jumping and testing: 13 ms 
Transport of a number to and from the store: 20 ms 
Addition: 35 ms 
Multiplicationi 25 ms 
can be 
quick 
When we assume this time to average 30 ms, and suppose. the 
average time of an instruction in a normal programme to be 6 ms, 
the ratio of time between an interpreting programme and normal 
programming is 5 1 1 , which is very favourable. Of oourse 
standard sub-programmes can have a much better average time per 
instruction because optimum programming can be applied, but this 
makes it difficult for the programmer. 
In paragraph 2.92 a few representative parts of the inter-
preting prog:;-amme will .be discussed. 
2.91 The simple code 
There are two·stores each having 1000 locations. One store 
is for numbers, one store is for instructions. Addresses in 
the number store will be denoted by n, and addresses in the 
instruotion store by p. 
The contents of storage location n will be denoted by (n). 
The arithmetic unit contains an accumulator A with contents (A), 
and an auxiliary acoumuiator B. All numbers are in floating 
point representation a.10 , where 0.1 < ja! .s;;- 1 and 
-9999·-.;; b~ +9999 • 
The instruction oode runs as follows: 
Arithmetic instructions: 
A n I (A} + (n) .. A Add 
s n l (A) - {n) .. A. Subtract 
H n I (n) ., A Take in 
T n t (A}--· ► n 0 ,. A Store and clear 
Un I (A) ,.. n Store ri thout clear 
.. 
Vn I (A)(n) ~ A. Multiply 
N D l - {A)(n) J>,A Negative multiply 
D D I (A)/(n) •A Divide 
K n 1 (n) ► B Prepare accumulative multiply 
Vn I (A) + (:S)(n)· "A ..A.ooumulative multipl;r 
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X p I 
E p : 
z I 
z p : 
- • • 
Jump top 
Jump top only if (A)> o, oth~rwise proceed normally 
Stop 
Special instructions 
Prepare oount top times. p = 0 is not allowed. 
Count and if not ready, return to instruotion follow-
ing the associated+ instruction 
RI Can be attached to an instruction (exoept +, - and Z) 
thereby ma.king the specified address relative to the 
count as far a.a it has gone (e.g. ARn = A:a + o') 
+R I 
-R i 
Bring count of outer cycle in safety 
Bring back the count of outer cycle 
Input and output instructions: 
L n: Read a number from the tape and put it into n 
P n : Print (n) 
exponent in 
in floating form. Mantissa 
4 decimals 
Non-signifioant 









The coding of numbers on the tape can be done in fixed 
point form; e.g. +356; -0.005778; +357.2056 .Non-significant 
zeros may be suppressed. The number of signifioant decimals may 
not exceed 9. 
Or the coding can be done in floating form: 
+356 coded as +.356E+3 
-0.005778 coded as --5778E-2 
+357-2056 coded as +.3572056E+3 
:But the following is also permitted: 
+357. 2056 coded as +3.572056Ef.2 
Numbers can only be taken in by- L-instruotions. 
The 
z I 
z 1 I 
z 2 t 
z 3 I 
z 4 I 
z 5 i 
z 6 a 
z 9 I 
z 10 t 
special Z-instructions are: 
Stop 
\/fiS "'A 
exp(A) .. A 
ln(A) ,. A 
ain(A) ., A 
oos(A.) .. A. 
arotan(.A.) .. A. 
Carriage return, line feed 







'-' . ' 
' • 























z 11 I arooos(A) · ., A 
z 12 I sinh(A) .. A 
z 13 I oosh(A) ,.A 
z 14 s aroosh(A) .., A 
z 15 • artanh(A)- ,. A • 
z 16 I 10.(A) .. A 
z 17 • 1/10.(A) •A • 
Input of instructions is done by :feeding in a ta:pe on which 
the instructions to be executed are punched. This tape must be 
preceded by an input indication Y p whioh signifies: begin to 
put in from p onward. p can be zero; then the tape just begins 
with Y. On the tape the same code as :for normal programmes is 
used with H = B and S .. C • 
At the end o:f a programme tape a second input indication 
must follow, giving the location of the first instruction to be 
executed. This has the form YpY: begin programme on p. More 
precisely: Y followed by blank tape= zero means: begin to 
execute on address mentioned in the last Yp. Thus the tape for 
a prog.rarmne beginning in O just begins and ends with Y • 
. 
For more advanced users a number of more difficult fa.-
Most of these facilities are connected cilities is available. 
with counting. 
A large number of variants of the instructions is derived 
by beginning the address with a zero (normally suppressed). 
These orders have a different meaning. Also a O and an R oan be 
attached together. It is irrelevant whether the O precedes the 
R or not. R can also be attached at the end of the address. 
In having automatically variable addresses with R it is 
most desirable to be able to advance the address not only by 
unity but by an arbitrary amount. This can be ef'feoted by pre-
paring the count with an instruction +pq and counting it off 
every time with q by attaching an address q - 1 to the related 
- instruction. In aooordanoe with this, counting off' by q = 1 is 
done with - with a suppressed address q - 1 • O. 
Sometimes it is useful to vary an address not by adding a 
count but by subtraoting a count, resulting in an automatic 
variable address :running backward. This can be done by adding a 
0 together with the Ron the instructions A, s, H, v, N, D, T; 
u, K:, X, E, V, and P., On ER only a forward running count is 
possible. 
Counts can be preset to a. calculated amount of' times by 
using, 
+On: . Prepare 
0:f' course this 
not e:x:.eoute . the 
count to the number of times, mentioned in n. 
number oan be o. In this case the control does 
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the next instruction. In that case a jump supplied 






If (5) >0 execute process 
If (5) = 0 skip process 
normally 
II II • II 
Process 
120 -- - - - -
102---121 etc 
• 
(n) are not allowed to be negative. In such a case the machine 
stops and gives an indication of the nature of the fault. 
A possibility to modify instructions is through the in-
struction: 
-On: Put (n) into the count register as modifier 
A following R-instruction is then augmented by (n) (may be ;a,. 0 
or < 0). Use is made of the count register so that an outer 
count must be first brought in safety with +R. 
• 
It is appropriate to make some remarks about the +Rand -R 
instructions. There are four registers for retaining inner 
counts. Suppose they are numbered k = 0(1)3. Then the action of 
+Rand -R is: 
Count, .. k. Advance k- k' .... k + 1 (mod 4) 
k- count. Set back k-k' = k - 1 (mod 4) 
So these four registers are used cyolioally in forward direction 
on storing a count and are used in backward direction for bring-
ing back a previous count. By giving a number of -R insti:iict-






significance of O on an E-instruction is as follows: 
Jump to p if (A) > 0 





Jump to p+oount if (A)> o, otherwise proceed normally 
Jump to p+oount if (A) < o, otherwise proceed normally 
For reading in large quantities of consecutive numbers a 
serial read instruction has been provided: 
LOn t Read numbers from the tape and put them into n and 
onward until a symbol Y is encountered on the tape 
To facilitate the use of sub-programmes the XO instruction 
has been made as follows: 
XOp : Store a return instruction, giving the location where 
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Th.e use of this instruction in the sub-programme is: 
lla.in programme: 
49 • • • 
0 X100 Jump to aub-programmA beginning in 100 
120- 51 etc. 
Sub-programme: 





( 120 Z 
Store return instruction in 120 
(In this oase X51) 
Z is replaced by return instruction 
The time of all types 
average. Relative instructions 
of instructions 
take 5 ms extra. 
is 30 ms on the 
In a certain respeot optimum programming is still pos-
sib)e in the simple oode. A reading instruction (e.g. H, A, v, 
K, D, etc.) in location p can reach number location p + 1 + Bk 
without a waiting time. This l'\akes the average time 5 ms 
shorter. A writing instruction (U and T) in location p can 
reach p - 1 + .8k without a waiting time. Thus the following 
pr,ogrrunma talces 60 ms instead of 75 ms. 
100 H5 Talce number from 5. 5=101 (mod 8) 
101 A6 Augment it by (6) 
102 U5 Put it back in 5 
--
The real action o,r, _t_he in.~_erpreti~g ;erovamme -,. , 
Just as all numbers are written in two locations, .also the 
instructions are split up into two parts: an address part and an 
operation part. The part of the store containing the.simple 
instructions and the f'loating numbers begins in the real address 
a. The instruction pairs use a. and a+ 21 a+ 4.and a+ 6, etc. 
The numbers use a+ 1 and a+ 3, a+ 5 and a+ 7, etc. · 
For a+ 1 will be w:ritten1 a.+ 1 "'b. Then an instruct-
ion address p in a simple instruction is in reality address 
a. + 4P, and a number address n in a simple instruction ·.·is in 
reality address b + 4n. The abbreviations a..+ 4P .. p' and 
b. + 4n = n 1 · ,rill be used. 
. 
The use· of the short . registers during interpretation is: 
9 
. 
count .. register 














15 I XKB002 - XEOOO normally 
The form of a few representative instructions for adminis-




X1·08E12 - XK4BD 
ACm 1 E4 
{
ACp 1 E 
X113QBC14 













:runs as follows: 
interpreting programme for these instru.ctiona 








} Augment extraction instr. by 4 
105 A:BD106E14 
( 106 
10 · BD 
H • 108 A109BCE13 
"109 +4 
Store count limit 
in 104. Clear 9 
Store return instruction 
in 106 .and 14 
Extract next instruction 
Tail_. 13 







Extract next instruction 
Store new extraction instruction 








BD } Extract next instruction 





A119BC14V1 - - - - -
+4 
NJ3E14 
_,,1 .=.2.:..1 +.;;X;;a=;;;;;,,,;;;;.BD::;.__ 







125 A126CE5 . 
11 126 X3K5BD-XK5 
Take mantissa 
Test 
Advance extraction instruction 
pro-If pos.: new extr. instr. If neg.: 
oeed. Extract next instruction 
Pre-instruction. Extr. i~str. + 2 -~E 
' 
ADn 1 013 ► 4 
ADn' +2X:6 _, 5 





































Re-store extraction instruotion 
Take mantissa 
Jump to 4 and execute one time 
Augment count 
Augment extraction instruction 
Re-store count, subtract test limit 
If' neg.:take return instr. If pos.:pro-
oeed 
Store extraotion instruction 
Extract next instruction 
Of course the parts :for addition and mul tiplioation are 
much longer. The action time :for these parts is not more than 
really needed for the arithmetic, because these prog,-ammes are 
completely optimum. 
The action diagram for the :following short programme will 
be given below. 
q Um 
q.f.1 Hn 
Jump to q 
Store in m 
Take in (n) 
• 
The int·erpretation of the preceding instruction ended with 
The 










· Take in extraction instr. (14) -= ACp'E 




X3Jr4BD - - - - - - - -ACp 1E X3ICJBD * X3IC3BD 
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A B C D 
(ACq'E ACp'+1E X114Q.E14) 
ACp 1 +2E X115BE7 ACq'E -..14 
X116BC14 ACp 1 +2E--..7 
. A.Cq'E - X3K4]3D . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ --------- X3K3BD .A:BCq 1 +2K ACq 1 E * -
ADm'C13 X3K3BD -
'- . 
~ -ABCq'+2X: X3K2BD -
X122Q:BC14 _ X3K2BD --X122QBC14 * ACq 1 +1E X123QE6 . 
-ACq 1 +2E A.124E4 x125QE6 - • 
ADm 1 +2K6C x125QE6 - ADm'C13-4 • 
ACq'+3E A126CE5 -X127QE6 Q. still active -
X3K5BD-:XX5 X127Q.E6 - ADm ' +2K6C. .. 5 
ACq'+4E X128BE14 X3K5BD-XX5 .. 6 
X129C12 ACq 1+4E •14 
X X4K1 ·- -
Ann 1 c13 X5K * -. 
X5K -y - X •m' -. 
ADm 1+2K6c X51C+002 -
X3IC4BD - y-m'+2 - - - - - ... ------ - - - - - - - - - - - --------
.A:BCq'+5X: ACq'+4E X31C3BD * -
X108E12- X31C3BD -- ' XK4BD ~ ,-ABCq'+5K _X3K2BD 
ACn 1E4 X3K2BD -. 
' -.A:BCn'+2K4 -ACn 1 E4 X3K1BD * .... (n I) X3K1BD - X108E12-XK,4BD-4 • . 
- -ABCn 1 +2K4 X,4.KBD 
~ 
(n '+2) X108E12 - * ... 
(n') A109BCE13 X110E12 12 -
+4 X110E12 - (n'+2) -..13 
X111B14 . 
A0q 1 +8E X112BE14 
- - - - _, X3IC4BD - - ACq 1 +8E -14 ------ ------ - - - - --------. 
For a total number of 39 instructions, only 17 instructions 




are denoted by asterisks. When all these points. are counted 
for 5 ms, then the total time of this example is 53 ms. By opti-
mum programming in the simple code another 10 ms can be eli-
minated. 
Espeoially noteworthy is the instruction X4K1 in the 
U-part. From this :point three word pairs are stored or extracted 
without reference to a programme on the drum, thus eliminating 





?art 3. Simplification in the structure of machines 
3.1 The essential types of oper~tions 
In the previous parts it appeared several times that by no 
means all the kinds of operations in a computer are indispens~ 
able. We shall now proceed to an investigation with .regard to 
the operations that are essential. This yields the following 
results. 
Shifting to the left in the binary system is merely 
doubling, this is adding to itself. So when there is an in-
struction to add, shifting to the left is superfluous. It is 
also possible to shift by multiplying; in that case the tail of 






head of the 
be carried out by means of a 
product being kept. 
The stop order is superfluous because it is possible to 
make a conditional loop-stop as is actually done in ZEBRA. 
Input and output instructions will not be considered 
further, because a special register can be designed in such a 
manner that, when a number is written in that register, this 
number is taken to an output unit, while another register can in 
a similar manner provide for the input. This procedure has al-
ready been described for the machine ZERO. Input and output also 
can be performed by completely separate units loading and un-
loading the store. 
The conjunction instruction can be replaced by a cyclical 
programme containing shifts and test instructions. The corres-
ponding digits of the two numbers which are to be conjugated, 
are consecutively shifted to the sign place and tested, after 
which the conjunction result is shifted into another register. 
The only elements of a multiplication are testing, shifting 
to the left, and adding, so that a multiplication can be pro-
grammed entirely in additions and test orders. An elaborate 
example is given in the description of ZERO. A division oan 
be·programmed in a similar manner. 
One of the orders to store is also superfluous. If only 
storing with clearing is present and the number in A must be 
kept, it oan be extracted again after the storing process. 
Storing without clearing is also sufficient. Then clearing can 
be performed by. subtracting the number that has just been 
st·ored. 
Adding and subtracting with clearing can be canoelled, be-
cause the accumulator can be cleared with store and clear or 
with store without clear and subtract. 
(A)' 
So there are lef~ the operations store with clear (T), add 





the sake of a olear understanding the latter will not be con-
sidered as a functional digit but as an independent instruction. 
Sometimes a disguised operation can function as a test, just as 
in the ZERO, but nevertheless the hardware required for it must 
be provided. 
One of 
It is quite 
+a .. -(-a). A 
the orders adding or subtracting is superfluous. 
clear that subtracting is superfluous, because 
sum a + b oan be formed by taking -(-a - b). · 
It is not self-evident that it is also possible to maintain 
the addition and to omit the subtraction. -a oan be written as: 
-a= -1.a • 1111111.a .. a E2j,.. ~a.2j 
Eaoh of these separate terms oan be formed by shifting to the 
left. Further there are only additions. It is at any rate easier 
to maintain the subtraction. 
It is a widespread opinion that automatic computers are 
universal because they have a facility to discriminate, a test 
order. That this test order too is superfluous oan be proved in 
the following manner. For this purpose it is most praotioal to 
put the address part of an instruction entirely to the left in 
the word. Let the storage capacity be 2n, then t~e address digit 
on the utmost left hand side has the value 2n-. The programme 
example also makes use of addition but this oan of oourse be 
programmed entirely in terms of subtractions. Then the proof can 
be divided into two stages: 
1. Showing that it is possible to separate the leftmost digit 
(i.e. the sign digit) from the other digits of a number. 
2. Making a variable instruction from the leftmost address 
digit • 
The easiest way is to start with 2, When the sign· digit 
of a number has somehow been separated from this number and put 
into the aooumulator, a bifurcation can be made by means of the 
next programme: 
a AU) 
a.+1 S a+2 
(a.+2 
''a+3 X a.+4. 
On n-1 a.+ 4 + 2 there 
suitable location. 
Add the constant jump instruction to 
the signdigit. 
Put the jump instruction in a+ 2 
Jump to a+ 4 or to a+ 4 + 2n-1 
Constant 
can be an instruction to jump to a 
B;y means of a piece of' programme of this kind point 1 oan 
be. proved, It is possible to shift the number n places to the 
·1ef't so tha.t the rightmost digit is oo(!ling on the sign digit 
place, It is possible. to test by means of the said programme 
whether this digit is O or 1 and to remove this right-hand digit 
from. the original number. In the same manner the (n-1)th digit 
oe,n be removed from the' number by shifting n-1 places b;y-
testing. Finally. only the sign digit is left; after whioh the 
actual test oan be performed. 
• 
• 
' ' I' 
' 
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In this stage we should like to draw the attention to the 
relation existing between the three operations: testt shift to 
the :right, and conjunction. As soon as only one of these orders 
is present, it is no longer difficult to execute the two other 
orders. Multiplication and also shifting to the right can be 
programmed by means of a test and an addition. If only shifting 
can be performed, it is easily possible to bring the sign digit 
in the least significant place and then a variable jump can be 
made. It is also possible to out the sign digit from a number by 
means of conjunotion only. The property, which these three 
operations have in common, is the fact that they all destroy a 
great part of the information in a word. In the adding process 
it is more difficult to lose information. Only on overflow in-
formation gets lost (one digit.at a time and on the wrong side 
of the number). It seems that this loss of information is an 
essential element in an·automatio computer. (Cf. 3.3) 
The remaining 




are X, Sand T. Of' these operat-
ona single order, whioh will be 
B n : 
The action of B will be: 
(A) - (n)-., .A 
So a subtraction is made, and the result is stored at the same 
time. That nevertheless all instructions can be performed by 
means of this order can be proved by showing that the Sand T 
operations can be programmed in terms of B. However,before doing• 
so we shall give a method to clear the accumulator with B. 
a Bn Subtract (n). Let the result be x. Put 
x into n 
a+1 Bn Subtract x from x • .A and n are both 
cleared 
Now the $-operation can be coded as f'ollows: 
At the outset (A) "' x, (4) ,. Y, and (0) = Q 
100 BO x-o 
101 B4 x-y-.A-4 
102 BO - y-A-O 
103 B1 
. 
104 B1 0 ..... A 0-1 
105 B4 y - x-,.A-4 
106 B1 y-x-,A-1 
107 B4 o-A-4 
108 BO y-A-0 
109 B4 y-A-4 
110 BO o-A-o 






So after the operation (A)= x - Y, (4) = Y, and (0) = o, just 
as required for an S-operation. 
The T-operation is performed as follows: 










So after the operation (A) = o, (4) = x, and (o) = 0 
Thus it has been shown that every programme that can be 
written in terms of Sand T orders can also be written in terms 
of B orders. Jlostly, however, a problem can better be programmed 
directly in terms of.B. For example: (2) + (3)-,,.4, (2) = a and 
(3) = b. (2) and (3) may not be destroyed. Then the programme 



































0 ....,. A -,,. 3 
a-+A-2 
a-,,.A-1>0 





The elucidation is self-explanatory. 
Now the machine. knows only two ty-pes of instruotions1 
X and B. As a last step we shall discuss the canoelling of the 
- X-operation. Inside the maohine the alternation between in-













This can be effected by an automatic alternator. The contents of 
the control register are then alternately used for the B-operat-
ion and for the intermediate X-operation. An external jump can 
be made by interrupting the normal alternation, just as this has 
·been done in all other projects of this thesis. For this inter-
ruption the address O can be used very effectively. 
The operational part will then be: 
X n: (C)- D (n) ~c The next instruction is of the 
type B, if (D)IO, otherwise it is again an instruct-
ion of the type X 
B n: (D) + 1-c (C) >D (A) - (n) ,-n (A) - (n) ~A 
The next instruction is of the type X 
A zero detector tests whether the number that flows out of 
B is O. In this case the normal a.l terna.tion X ~ > l3 is inter-
rupted. This zero detector is a. device which can be constructed 
very easily in a serial machine. It consists of a storing 
element which is set on the first 1 flowing out of B. If, how-
ever the number does not contain 1 then at the end of the number 
the devioe is still in the rest condition. Af'ter having taken 
into account the position of this zero detector it can be reset 
again to zero. 
An example of a programmA is: 
2 10 B-operation with address 10 
3 12 B-operation with address 12 
4 0 Prepare jump 
8 Jump to 8 
"· 
8 13 B-ope:t'ation with address 13 
The action in the control ie1 
C D 
2 X 
10 2 13 
3 10 X 
12 3 B 
4 12 X 
0 4 13 
5 0 x. Here (D) .. o. So the following 
opera.tion is again x. 
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Though in the preoeding paragraph 
instruotion could entirely be deleted, 
was nevertheless maintained, because 




pa.rt of an 
jump orde:r 
sequence of 
In this paragraph it. will be shown that even this is not 
essential but that by means of a purely jumpless machine all the 
operations can yet be carried out. From a technioal point of 
view this only means that the zero detector on B ia no longer 
needed: Now the X - B alternator is always operated. So intern-
ally there still exists, extract a new instruction, but exter~~ 
ally the jump does no longer exist. The consequence is that the 
machine is only able to run through all the instructions in the 
store sequentially. 
Operation digits are no longer required. It will be as-
SU1ned that the address fills the entire word of n bits and that 
the store contains 2n registers. It will have to be shown that, 
by means of a certain fixed programme, part of the store oan be 
used for a programme in a normal oode that is to be interpreted. 
We may suppose all 
multiply, test, jump, 
prated. 
the normal orders such as add, subtract, 
eto. to occur in the code to be inter-
As a jump dependent on a number can no longer be made, but 
as it is still possible to extract a number from a variable 
address calculated by the machine, an operation can be inter-
preted as followst 
First determine the results of all the operations that are 
possiple and then select the oorreot answer. By answers Are not 
only meant the arithmetic answers but also the words that have 
to go to the registers for simulation of the control registers 
belonging to the machine to be interpreted. 
Now the problem can be split up into two parts, 
1. Performing the actual operations. 
2. Running through all the words in the remainder of the store 
(including the programme to be interpreted). · 
Numbers may not be run through, because oth~rwise these 
arbitrary numbers are carried out as instruction. These in~ 
st:ruotions can be quite harmful. That is why these numbers must 
be put in safety by means of a transfer programma. The pro-
gramma meant under 1 will be called the active programme. 
' 
In the first place it must be proved that all the operat-
ions required in the oode "to be intefpreted, oan be carried out. 
Striotly speaking it will be sufficient, if it is proved that a-
B-instruction and a jump oan be interpreted. Multiplication etc. 
can, however, also be interpreted directly • . ,
In the second place it must be proved that it is possible 
to make the transfer pa.rt. 
• ,.,;.·, .... ,, 






Interpreting Band X comes down to the following activ-
ities: 
B n : (C) 
Xn: 
(A) - (n)- n 
(n)-.,. n 
(A) - {n) -.,A 
(A) -.,A 
In all cases (C) + 1, and (A) - (n) are calculated.by the active 
part. This is simply possible with a stretched programme. These 
intermediate results can be put together with n, (A), and (n) 
into working registers. Let us suppose that the leftmost 1 in a 
word in the code to be interpreted indicates whether an operat-
ion is a Boran X. This digit oan be separated in accordance 
with a method which is analogous to the one mentioned in the 
preceding paragraph and applied to avoid the test operation. 
With this method it is not possible to make a variable jump, but 
the extracted digit oa.n be used to form a variable address. 
The complete process is then as follows: 
Shift the number (instruction to be interpreted) so far to the 
left that the rightmost digit comes entirely at the left. Make 
a variable instruction from it. Extract by means of it the con-
stant O or 1 from looation x or from the location which is 
situated diametrically with respect to x. Subtraot this from the 
original number. Remove in the same manner also the other digits 




it is possible te extract the address 
to extract (n) and to make a variable 
n frol)l the in-
storing · order 
By means of the leftmost digit 
terpreted (so the operation part) 
be made which bring: 
(x) • ( C) + 1 ~ C 
(y) .. (A) - (n) -- n 
(z) ""(A) - (n)-A 
or 
of the instruction to be in-
three variable orders can 
(x + 2n-1) .. n ;> C 
(y + 2n-1) = (n) >n 
(z + 2n-1) = (A)---,-.A 
Now the interpretation has been completed. 
When programmed out in terms of Band X, several ope~ations 
require a nU]l!ber of Band X-operations of the order of n {such 
as test) or nj (such as multiplication). ~n any case the number 
of instructions required can be contained in thenstore when only 
n is greater than a certain amount N, because 2 goes ~p faster 
than n3. It is extremely difficult to make an exact quantitative 
statement, because this depends very muoh upon the exact way of 
constructing the interpreting prog-ramme. As a rough estimate 
N will be 2.5• 
· · The transfer programme starts from the structure of the 
active programme plus the working registers. Let us suppose that 
this part consists of four parts of equal size: the active ~ro-
gramme (A), half of tlle working registers and the constants lW1), 
the· diamet:rioal half of · the working registers and finalJ.y 
the effective part (N), which can contain the programme to be 
interpreted. These four parts oan always be made of the same 






size by filling them with zeros. {A register containing 







. the t:ranaf'er 
R in whioh 
programme 
A, N, W1, 
of the entire 
requires a group of 
or W2 can be stored 

















At the outset R is entirely oleared. Then A is carried out. 
R is traversed without damage, W1 is put in safety, oleued, and 
traversed, eto. All these transfer parts are stretched pro-
grammes, .which require quite a number of' instructions £or eaoh 
word to be transferred. So by indic~ting a possibility of' 
solving the problem the· proof' has been completed. The given 
solution need by no means be the best • 
• 
Conclusion 
In 11 0n computable numbers", TURING *) does not. exercise 
restraint •as regards the size of·the.maohine or th-e extent.of 
the store. ·Therefore the class of the computable numbers i1:1 
infinite •. From a practical point of view it ist howevert better 
to restrict oneself to f'ini te machines. Then the latter oan 
. no longer be called universal in the sense . of TURING, because 
they cannot generate all "computable numbers" • 
. Arr . it has alread,y appeared from the designs· in this thesis 
arithmetio·unit and control cannot be rigorousl7 separated. 
Together they may be called the operational part of the machine. 
On the other hand there is · the. sto:re ( plus the selection 




shall not discuss two-level sto:res, nor input and out-
can imagine the machine to be filled with a separate 
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external process. After that the machine operates and then the 
results can be read directly from the store. Furthermore only 
the addresses need play a r8le in the instructions. The action 
of the machine can be considered to be effectuated in elementary 
steps, which e.g. consist of one word period. Parallel and 
aerial machines can be dealt with from a uniform point of view. 
It is possible to define a number which represents the 
state of the whole machine at a certain moment. The state of the 
store can be represented by making the contents of all the 
registers together form one long number. To these contents must 
be added the contents of the registers of the operational part 
plus the contents of some isolated storage elements for single 
bits. The long number obtained in this manner, determines the 
internal state of the machine. Let e.g. the length of the number 
in a register be n. Then the maximum size of the store can 
amount to 2n registers. Let us suppose that in the operational 
part there a.re p single word registers and k single bit 
storage elements. Then the number defining the state contains 
n.2n + p.n + k bits. 
As the machine functions on a strictly causal basis, a 
certain state will also determine uniquely the next state, etc. 
So at a given initial condition and at a given structure of the 
machine the course of the computation is altogether fixed. As 
the machine is supposed to be finite and as there is consequent-
ly only a finite number of states, a sequence of states must 
finally end in a cycle with a certain period, because, as soon 
as the same stl!.te is reached again the next state is the same 
again as before. 
It is not necessary that the initial point too 
on the cycle, it can also lie on an "of':fshoot". 
(and mostly will) be more, than one cycle. So the 




Among the enormously·targe number of initial 
are possible, there are only some which perform a 






a problem stops at the end, this can be realised by 
looP-stop, which means that the route in the state 
ends on a point-circle.So the actual problem lies en-







tirely on the offshoots. A problem that lies entirely on a 
circle~ larger than a point-oirole, cannot stop. The ••resul t 11 
is dependent on the moment at which the sta.te•is being examined. 
This represents e.g. a use:tul problem in the case of dete:rmining 
a pseudo-random number (given by the contents of a certain 
register at an arbitrary moment). Most .problems lie, however, on 
the offshoots. 
In a computer three kinds of elements can be distinguished: 
1. Conservative elements. 
2. Reducing elements. 
3. Dissipative elements. 
In a conservative element no information is lost. All in-
formation that is going into it, also leaves it again, be it in 
a changed form. Examples are the delay line, and the inverter. 
From the result it can be deduced baok what the data have been. 
As long as in the state diagram states are traversed which make 
use only of conservative elements, there are no junction points • 
Reducing elements decrease the quantity of information 
flowing into them. The input data cannot be deduced back from 
·the output only. Example: an adder. It is, however, possible to 
deduce part of the input information from the rest of the input 
information together with the output information. (E.g. when 
a+ b = o then a= o - b ). So in some switching circuits an 
adding unit need not lose information provided that the required 
part of the input information is retained in another manner. 
It is, however, also possible to lose part of the information. 
So in doubling a number it is not possible to reconstruct the 
lost digit on th~ left, but all other digits can be reconstruct-
ed by shifting to ·the right, because we know in this case that 
the result has been formed by shifting to the left. So depend-
ent on the use made of these reducing elements, they are some-
times. reversible, sometimes irreversible • 
. 
The dissipative elements are at any rate irreversible. They 
ca.use a certain part of the information supplied to ,hem, to be 
lost. Examples are conjunction and disjunction elements. These 
elements are essentially irreversible. In the state diagram the 
junction points are caused by dissipative elements or sometimes 




some structures with state dia~ams which are mainly 
DUPAJlt: *) and VAN WIJNGAARDEN ~ ) have considered the 
-the cycle • 
So the fact that by far the greater number of problems are 
*)H.J. A. Duparc. Divisibility properties of 
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lying on the offshoots in the state diagram, is mainly caused 
by the action of the dissipative elements. The lose of infor-
mation in these elements appears to play an essential r6le in 
computing machines. This is perfectly in aooordance with the 
irreversible c~aracter of causal processes. 
The author J.)as not found an essential difference between. an 
arbitrary machin~ with a certain state diagram with offshoots 
and any normal computer. At best one can say that the number of. 
problems that can be tackled in a machine with a larger number 
of offshoots is larger than the number of problems-that can be 
processed in a simple machine with a simpler state diagram. 
Furthermore the· appreciation of what a machine can do is highly 
dependent upon what we call a problem, and what we qonsider 




that arises here, is: what is the minimum 
required to oontrol a store of a certain size 
This problem greatly resembles the problem dealt with in 
paragraphs 1.63 and 2.86: what is the smallest possible pre-
input progra.mme at a given struoture of the maohine? 
As shown in the previous para.graph, various orders are not 
necessary. I:f we do not objeot to the enormous slowing down, we 
can yet make a one-operation machine normally usable for every 
code desired, viz. by means of an interprating programme. From 
the beforegoing it appears that some of the functions of the 
operational part oan be transferred to the store. This inter-
preting programme can operate in cascade: a central programme 
interprets a programme that has more facilities, and this pro-
gramme in its turn interprets an extensive oode. This requires, 
however, a considerable part of the store. By means of an 
operational part with a word-length of n digits a store with 
only 2n registers can be covered. So there will be a value n, 
with which it is no longer possible to get the desired inter~ 
prating programme into the store. Then we are faced by the 
situation that the "catalogue fills up the entire library". I:f' 
the operational part is made more oomplioated, the lower bound 
of the capacity of the store can be brought down. It is more a 
question of economy to determine the optimum capacity of the 
s'tore, and the complication of the operational part, in relation 
to the speed and the price. 
It is very remarkable that the machine ZERO is already a 
practicable machine, though it is hardly more complicated than 
the one-operation machine; which is completely unpractical. 
Perhaps a certain optimum ha.a been found already intuitively. 
The problem of the simplest pre-input programme shows a 
certain conformity in so far 'that there seems to be a minimum 
simplicity,· which for J.>TERA amounts to 5 instructions, By means 
of these instructions a oer-tain length of tape oan be controlled 
effectively in the same manner as it happens with a cascaded in~ 
terpreting programmA. In various stages the normal input pro-

















larger tapes (or parts of the store). So if the machine only has 
at its disposal the pre-input programme and a certain length of 
tape (here the tape entirely plays the role of store) on which 
all the data required for a normal input programme have been 
:put, then no more useful problems can be tackled, because the 
entire store has been filled with the necessary data. 
In this last problem the qualitative character of these 
considerations are clearly shown. For the time being it still 
depends on the inventiveness of the programmer or engineer 
whether the limit of simplicity can be economically reduced a 
little. A need for a more exact calculus for treating these 
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Een inrichting voor het automa.tisoh verkrijgen van de juis-
te terugkeerinstruotie bij het gebruik van gesloten subprograms 
in een rekenmaohine heeft voor het gemakkelijk programmeren veel 
waarde en is op elk type ma.chine eenvoudig te maken. 
Het is in een rekenmaohine van voordeel om een accumulator 
van dubbele lengte (resp. twee aooumulatoren van enkele lengte 
die gemakkelijk gekoppeld kunnen worden) ter besohikking te heb-
ben. 
2. 
Het is aanbevelenswaardig om in informatieverwerkende 
machines sleohts· enkele zorgvuldig voorbereide en beproefde 
sta.ndaardschakelingen, uitgevoerd a.ls insteekbare eenheden, te 
gebruiken. Daarbij behoort van zo min mogelijk buistypen en voe-
dingss~a.nningen gebruik gemaa.kt te worden. 
Hat invoeren van een genorma.liseerd gebruik van bena.mingen 
voor de meest voorkomende electronisohe sohakelelementen is zeer 
gewenst. 
De bewaring van WILKES dat een syateem van drijvend adres-
seren, waarbij alleen naar reeds ingezette adressen verwezen kan 
worden, van geen of weinig waarde zou zijn, is onjuiat. 
5. 
M. V. Wilkes. The use of a "floating address" system for 
orders in an automatic digital computer. 
Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 49(1953)84. 
LUBKIN heeft trachten a.an te tonen dat een invoerorgaan 
da.t niet onderling gesynohroniseerd is met de interne machine 
nooit met volledige zekerheid (waarbij de eleotronisohe elemen-
ten a.ls ideaal besohouwd worden) informatie kar, invoeren. Daze 
bewaring houdt eohter geen steak. 
6. 
s. Lubkin. Asynchronous signals in digital computers. 
l.~ath. Tables Aids Comput., 6( 1952)238. -
Een inzetaanwijzing voor het a.ls parameter vastleggen van 
het adres volgend op het laatste adres van een subprogram ala 
eerste adres van een vo]gend subprogram kan bater aan het eind 
van een subprogram dan aan het begin van het volgend subprogram 
gegeven worden. 
7. 
Ala Vo~ 2, v1 = 1 en Vk a Vk-1 + 'Vk-2 voor k;;;, 2, dan 
volgt uit het priem zijn van p, dat v~ ==: 1 (mod p). Ondanks het 
£eit dat omgekeerd uit vn = 1 (mod nJ niet de primaliteit van n 
volgt, kan deze stalling tooh van groot nut zijn bij het onder-
zoek naar de primaliteit van getallen. 
8. 
De manier waarop OBEIUUN enige nieuwe logische verbindings-
tekens in de sohakelalgebra invoert is aanveohtbaar. De wij~e 
waarop hij enige gelijkheden betreffende de door hem ingevoerde 
aftrekking tra.cht te staven, is niet gefw1deerd. 
R. U. 11, Oberman. De bewerkingstekens in de sohakelalgebra.. 
Het PTT-Bedrijf, 6(1954)1. -
Men kan de optische doorrekeningsformules door hot invoercn 
van geschikte variabelen zoda.nig omvormen dater een bijna vol-
kome11 duali tei t ontstaat tussen de grootheden en formulas die de 
overga.ng van oppervlak tot oppervlak beschrijven en de groothe-
den en formulas die de braking aan een oppervlak beschrijve11, 
l)e:r.e dua.li tei t strekt zich verder ui t dan het reeds door IffiRZ-
BERGER uitgesproken beginsel • .. 
M. Herzberger. Uber ein Duali tatsprinzip in der Or:til:, 
Zeitsohr. fur Physik, 2,1(1934)323. 
Bij het onderwijs in bet pianospel is hot laten spelen vo.t1 
toonladders met uniforme vingerzetting van groot nut. 
11. 
Bij blinden zijn de ,mdere zintuigen niet hogor ontwil~l~eld 
dan bij zienden. Zij hebben er alleon beter gebruik v,.in lore11 
maken. Bijv. k:unnen zij op erond van bepaalde verworvenheden ee11 
bijzondere "aanleg11 voor progra.mmeren bezitten. 
12. 
IIet is waarschijnlijk, dat de terugkoppeling nodig voor het 
beheersen van de spraak slechta voor een deel via het gehoor en 
voornamelijk via hat gevoel gaat. 
., , . ., 
_, .p,; 
Behoort bij a.cndemisch proefsohrift: \7. L. v. <l. Foel, 
The logical principles of some simple com1,t1te1',\, 
S 1, 1! ~ lT V A T 'l' I ll G 
In di t 11roofschrift 'l.'OI'(let1 eni1:0 ontY.•er11e11 v;1r1 oenvo111liee 
reke11r.1acl1ine,, boha,1clelil., In dec>l 1 \·:ortlt 0011 reccli; vol tooide re-
kenrr111cl1i11e, r:01111nmd rT::R;, benpro}:en, In (leel 2 ,,;,01•,l t een nieul': 
ontt•.rer)l 1~01111:11,Hl Z3'1RA beriantlelcl. Jle,:e 1,eide 011tv•er;1e1,, ben11vcr1:1 
e<'r1 roedci i,ord.er door cle schri jver {;cpub 1 icoer(i 011 t•serp ,:11ver1 
a1triloidir1,c7 tc,t or1l:ele tr1eoretiac}10 lJer;cl1011Y:i11;~011 llie i11 (l,)el :'I 
,,,.; 'll. VP.l'Olli '"',1• ,., .• ,, -~ e 
l1.lle 01ltYrer!,e11 m<1l:er1 to1• 1·:ille v,,11 de eenvoud gebrui;: va11 
lie .. tv1oetalli1Je stelsel. De r:otalle11 1·1orde11 steeds in serievorm 
getr,in:1portuerd en het gel1eur:er1 is steeds ee11 magnetische trom-
~el. Doze vorm van gelieuger1 io 1:e1:ozen op gro11d van zijr1 be-
trottv1baarl1eid e11 lage prijs, hoe,·Iel de liehandelde principes 
evengoed toepo.sbaar zijn op andere vorme11 vn.r1 seriegeheugena, 
De !'T.s:l.'1. is ee11 machine vtaarbij is t1itgegn.ar1 van enkele be-
ota().llcle scl1a}:elinge11 voor het rel:e11orgaar1 en voor bet t,e- · 
l1e11c;e11, i}e bijzon,1erhede11 zijn celogen i11 de .,.,ijzo van or[ri.ni-
sa tic v::,11 rie besturinr;sreginters. Gedure11dl-) het l1alen vn11 een 
volceride instruotie verricht hct re}~onorgnar1 in (le n1,~e~1te :,11dere 
mnchit1en gee11 re}:enl1n.ndelintt• 1Iet is dl,S ir1 die tijd lJesol1ikh,1nr 
o:n ter1 bel1oeve v,n, ,le besturir1g eni,:-;e ftu1cties te verricl1te11
1 
r:cet name het O!)hoc;e11 van de i11structie d.ie de volgei1de instruc-
tie moot l1,1len. -:::en t?:eede bijzonderheid is het meevoere11 van 
ee11 o,ier::,.tie{.;edeel te cloor de instructie die de volc,1n,le instnic-
tif! moet hale11. Di t betoke11t dat oak do inritructiecyclus en niet 
allee11 tle operatiecyclus een nuttige hanclelinl! kan verrichten. 
lJndele11 van de fTSUA zij11 do gerinee snelheid en het niet vol-
letlig be11utter1 vc11i de mor,elijkl1eden vai1 de bover10enoemde begin-
selet:. Deze r,ezt'.'areri zijr1 in cle ZESRA on1ler,,,'l.11gen. 
Tijdens de bou\'l van de I'TSRA vrerden naast elkaar ontwikkeld 
de Z!,I{O, een macl1ine die reeds eerder be□cl1reven is en die ge-
cliend l1eeft nls experimentele mac!iine, en cle ZE!IR,\. !:a,,st de 
bijzoiiclere 'lvijze van bel1andeling van de besturi11g mil.ken daze 
!1rojocten gebr11il~ va11 fnnctionele cijfers in hot operatiegodeel-
te van de instrt1cties. fiierdoor ko11 in Z:8.BTI,\ ee11 grote flexibi-
li tei t e11 ee11 grote ee11voud bereil:t v'Orrlen. 1loor de nanv·ezighuid 
va.n de functio11ele cijfer□ !:on ook de instructiecyclus in hoge 
rnate effectief gema:1kt v1orde11. De ee11voud eiste het ontbreken 
van eAn ingebou·:.rde vermenigvuldiger en deler. Di t gnat even,vel 
11iet te11 koste van snelheid of van kortl1eid v1,n programmeren. De 
grote \vinat i11 snelheid Y1erd beroikt door o:µtimale progrn.mme-
rill.f;. :1.ar1 de hand van vele nro[,r11.ris ,vorden de mogelijkhede11 van 
dit project toegelicht; o,a. wordt de organisatietechniek vnn 
interpreteor:rroc.rrams voor rekenen met drijve11de komma bes1Jroken. 
Deel 3 behandelt de probleemstelline: wat is in een reken-
rnachine essentieel en hoe ver kan men gann met veroenvoudiffing, 
/,ls uitgangspunt v,erd de ZI..'tl.0 gekozen. ;.!ewezen wordt dat vele 
Eoorten operaties niet ingebouv,d behoeven te ,vorclen, o.a. verme-
nigvuld.ir:ei1, t~econdi tioneercle 011eraties, schuiven, enz. Door in-
voerefl. van ee11 nietl\', type 011eratie v.rordt beweze11 dat slechts (ien 
soor·t O!leraties essentieel is, Zelfs de sprongopdracht blijkt 
11iet noodzakelijk te zijn. :Besloten v:ordt met enige kwalitatieve 
beschouwineen over de tot liet ui terste vereenvoudigde oz1twerpen, 
